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Summary
The Internet of Things (IOT) is the logical further development
of today’s internet and envisions a future on billions of smart con-
nected devices. Devices that senses their surroundings and which
when combined into the cloud will provide informations on the envi-
ronment from microscopic to global scaling. Therefore, the IOT will
require enabling sensor hardware in addition to the cloud comput-
ing services: smart connected devices that have on-board sensors
in order to provide metrics for ambient intelligence. It is predicted
that smart mobile devices in the future will be equipped with a
limited range of physical sensors but will be able to read a wide
range of new sensors as separated accessories. Wireless sensors are
widely developed in order to remotely detect, measure, monitor and
control several entities in logistics, food quality and agriculture, en-
vironment, healthcare, homeland security, and process monitoring
and control.
The selection of a particular sensor technology or radio-architecture
has to account for the physical/chemical process to be measured,
the location of the measurement site, the sensor size, the read range,
the power consumption, the type of network and the cost. Among
the different short-range radio technologies that potentially con-
verge to this scenario, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) sys-
tems may represent a strategic enabling component for the true
pervasive diffusion of IOT-based Ambient Sensing. RFID is par-
ticularly attractive for the energy autonomy of battery-less (pas-
sive) tags, for the low-cost, the inter-operability and the relatively
low-complexity. A passive RFID system is composed of a digital
device called tag, embedding an antenna and an IC-chip with a
unique identification code (ID), and a radio scanner device, called
reader. Despite the RFID technology is currently mostly applied to
logistics of goods, the very recent research is exploring other paths
with the common goal of extracting physical information about
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tagged objects and nearby environment through low-level process-
ing of electromagnetic signals received and backscattered by the
tags. RFID tags can be equipped with a large variety of passive
digital and analog sensors for measuring environmental parameters
such as temperature, pressure, light intensity, strain, accelerations
and humidity or gases and thus performing the sensing activity
without any local power supply. Body area networks (Bans) and
wearable sensors are also an attractive area for smart tags applica-
tions, e.g. for motion recognition monitoring.
RFID systems could therefore permit to implement, in a simple
and efficient way, the last few meters of the Internet of Things con-
cerning the pervasive quantification of environmental parameters of
interest. Ambient sensors, in particular, could permit to quantify
the wellness of the environment itself and to analyze its correla-
tion with the people health-state. The application of the RFID
technology to the Pervasive ambient sensing is a rather new topic.
The subject of this Ph.D thesis deals with the study of RFID ambi-
ent sensing feasibility through of a multidisciplinary vision, which
merges together Electromagnetics, Wireless Communication, Elec-
tronics, Sensors and Chemical Materials. From the perspective of
IoT the research will cover passive (i.e. battery-less) devices in
the UHF band (860-960MHz) which are capable to provide services
and enough read-ranges to implement a network of sensors for mon-
itoring the quality of the local environment. Each sensor-tag can
be processed individually or together with those from the other
distributed nodes in order to extract information in the most com-
prehensive way. Theoretical aspects will be addressed by studying
the communication links of RFID devices for sensing purposes and
validated by an extensive and targeted campaign of measurements
for temperature and gas sensing.

Principles of Passive UHF RFIDs for
Ambient Sensing
The first part of the thesis is devoted to the detailed analysis of
RFID passive sensors and sensing paradigms for ambient monitor-
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ing. The introduced sensing parameters are power-related measure-
ments which highly depend on the set-up and external environment
and impedance related measurements, which with appropriate mea-
surement methods can be related to the variation of the only input
impedance. Power-related parameters include the turn-on power,
i.e. the lowest input power emitted by the reader required to acti-
vate the tag, and the backscattered power collected by the reader.
Impedance-related parameters are the Analog Identifier (AID), a
non-dimensional and set-up independent parameter and the phase
of the backscattered signal whose variations are highly dependent
on the change of antenna impedance and chip modulation.
The basic sensing mechanisms achievable by RFID sensor devices
will be then described, by analyzing them with a theoretical ap-
proach to understand the physics of the phenomena, up to introduce
and investigate in detail the particular case of Sensitive Material
(SM) -loaded tags. General purpose antenna layouts, able to en-
hance the sensing transduction phenomena by hosting specialized
distributed or lumped SM, will be proposed and analytically stud-
ied with the aim to control, enhance and optimize both sensing and
communication performances.

Temperature Sensing
The second part of the thesis will cover different solutions for RFID
sensing of ambient temperature. Three classes of passive UHF
RFID Temperature sensors are proposed and experimented.
1) A threshold temperature sensor: An RFID “thermal switch” or
fuse based on a threshold physical phenomenon, such that a sen-
sitive material (a substrate of paraffin) changes its state when the
external temperature overcomes a given threshold, and the event
is permanently written into a physical memory. The paraffin sub-
strate is a distributed SM all along the antenna and its melting
enables the change of state of the tag. These devices could have
application to the assessment of food and drugs integrity as well as
to the detection of fire and over-heating of domestic devices.
2) A continuous temperature sensor: an instantaneous RFID sensor
of temperature involving instead a sensitive material load, i.e. a
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lumped element whose resistance and/or capacitance change with
temperature. The sensor, in this case loaded by a thermistor, is
capable to continuously react to the change of temperature and
accordingly modify the tag’s features detectable by the reader, up
to temperatures of over 200°C. A minimum sensitivity of about 1°C
may be achieved, by proper sensor design.
3) Digital data loggers: RFID temperature information is given
by a new family of RFID microchips equipped with an integrated
temperature sensor and with a local Analog to Digital Converter.
Accordingly, the temperature information is read, in a range usually
confined between -40°C and 85°C, from the tag straight away in a
digital form. These kind of sensors will be just mentioned in this
part referring to some more in-depth examples in the Appendix.
Applications can range from generic ambient sensors up to sensors
for civil infrastructures application, such as for the temperature
monitoring of ashlars during the so called “curing concrete”.

Volatile Compounds Sensing
The third part of the thesis is devoted to the extensive experi-
mentation of chemically doped sensor tags in comparison with the
models proposed in the first part. Volatile compounds, such as
humidity or other gases, can be sensed by properly shaped tag
antennas hosting specialized distributed or lumped SM coatings,
capable to selectively change their electromagnetic properties ac-
cording to gas exposure and convert the external phenomena into
a change of the antenna’s features. It was demonstrated that the
the dynamic range of the sensed data can be easily controlled by
simple geometry tuning and by the amount of chemical loading,
while at the same time reducing the degradation of energy scav-
enging, and hence of the read distance. It was moreover proved
that not only signal amplitude-related parameters, but even the
phase response of a chemically coated passive RFID tag may be
engineered to carry information about the change of the external
environment. Several chemical SM species were experimented for
applications to RFID sensors, aimed at detecting humidity and
other gas species. Remarkable performance were obtained in hu-
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midity sensing by loading different sensitive antenna layouts with
PEDOT:PSS (poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly (styrenesul-
fonic acid)) that is a hygroscopic chemical compound. A minimum
resolution of about 2%RH was achieved by passive RFID layouts.
Finally four chemical SM (Pedot:PSS, Doped PSS, SWCNT and
PDAC) were also combined into a wireless “RFID nose”, e.g. a
matrix of doped tags capable to respond in a selective way to the
presence of different vapors. The selected materials revealed sig-
nificantly sensitive, at different extent, to the tested volatile com-
pounds: water, ethanol, ammonia and octane. The achieved re-
sponses show a clear selectivity of the set of sensor tags, suggesting
the full feasibility of compounds classification by RFID sensor tags.
Chemical sensors still require to be mastered at the purpose to
gain a full reproducibility of deposition, stability of performance
and resistance over time. So far, no sensitive material has been
characterized within the UHF band, hence a dedicated research ac-
tivity described in this part and involving a strong interactions with
chemical engineers, was produced to set-up procedures to charac-
terize the SM at radiofrequency, in order to provide a more exten-
sive database of useful chemical receptors and their sensitivity to a
meaningful set of volatile compounds.
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Nomenclature
4G-LTE 4th Generation Long Term Evolution

AID Analog Identifier

Bans Body Area Networks

BLE Bluetooth Low Energy

COTS Off-the-Shelf component

DC Direct Current

Doped PSS Doped poly(styrenesulfonate)

EPDM Ethylene-Propylene-Diene Monomer

FDTD Finite Difference Time Domain

Forex expanded polyvinyl chloride

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications

IC Integrated Circuit

IOT Internet of Things

MLA Meander Line Antenna

MnTPPS Manganese-Tetra-(sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin

NTC Negative Temperature Coefficient

o.p. operating point

PDAC poly diallyldimethylammonium chloride

Pedot:PSS poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly (styrene-
sulfonic acid)
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POM Polyoxymethylene

RF Radio Frequency

RFID Radio Frequency Identification

RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator

SM Sensitive Material

SWCNT Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes

UHF Ultra High Frequency

VNA Vector Network Analyzer

WSN Wireless Sensor Networks

ZnO Nanorods Monocarboxytetraphenylporphyrin functionalized
ZnO nanorods
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1. The Internet of Things for
Smart Environment
Monitoring

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the interconnection of uniquely
identifiable embedded computing devices within the existing Inter-
net infrastructure. In principle, it allows people to be connected
Anytime, Anyplace, with Anything and Anyone, ideally using Any
path/network and Any service. In this context, the emerging trend
of augmenting physical objects and devices with sensing, comput-
ing, and communication capabilities, could be applied to countless
applications (Fig. 1.1) [1, 2, 3, 4]. With the growing presence ev-
erywhere of Wi-Fi and 4G-LTE wireless Internet access, the evolu-
tion towards ubiquitous information and communication networks
is already evident. However, for the Internet of Things vision to
successfully emerge, the computing paradigm will need to go be-
yond traditional mobile scenarios that use smart phones, laptops or
tablets, and evolve into connecting everyday existing objects and
embedding intelligence into our environment.
One of the major IoT application areas that is already drawing
attention is the Smart Environment IoT. It can be defined as “In-
terconnection of sensing and actuating devices providing the ability
to share information across platforms through a unified framework,
developing a common operating picture for enabling innovative ap-
plications. This is achieved by seamless ubiquitous sensing, data
analytics and information representation with Cloud computing as
the unifying framework”.
The quantity of devices connected to the Internet to date exceeds
the population of people on Earth. Different sources predict that by
2020 [5], wireless sensors and other types of wireless network nodes
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The Internet of Things for Smart Environment Monitoring

will account for the majority (60 percent) of the total installed base
of IoT devices. Such devices range from simple detectors that trig-
ger an alarm signal if the sensor passes a measurement threshold, to
monitoring systems that collect data regarding different products
or processes.
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The Internet of Things for Smart Environment Monitoring

Figure 1.1.: Internet of Things schematic showing the end users
and application areas based on data.
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The Internet of Things for Smart Environment Monitoring

1.1. Enabling Technologies
Wireless Sensor Networks’ (WSN) recent technological advances in
low power integrated circuits and wireless communications have
made available efficient, low cost, low power miniaturized devices
for use in remote sensing applications. These factors allowed the
diffusion of a large number of intelligent sensors, enabling the col-
lection, processing, analysis and dissemination of valuable informa-
tion, gathered in a variety of environments. Autonomous sensors
can potentially be deployed everywhere, though there are usually
constraints on the power supply of such devices, so the communi-
cation technology must be carefully selected.
Most of these sensors employ low-power-consumption wireless pro-
tocols, such as ZigBee or (BLE+). ZigBee is a protocol specifically
developed for mesh communication, each sensing device can trans-
mit data either directly to the acquisition module, or to another
nearly ZigBee-based sensing device, which in turn will transmit
both devices’ data to the acquisition module. When they are de-
ployed in urban areas, it is also typical to implement Wi-Fi-based
devices, taking advantage of the Wi-Fi coverage associated with
these places. A new, interesting trend with sensor devices con-
nected to the IoT involves the use of smartphones to serve as a
bridge between the sensors and the cloud. A force still to be reck-
oned with is that many people (the so called “citizen scientists”) are
eager to help their communities by installing smartphone applica-
tions that provide such a bridge to data, as long as the information
is to be used for something they believe in.

1.1.1. Power Supplied COTS Sensors

The power supply of sensors is the key for the true pervasive diffu-
sion of these devices. Even if research is continuously decreasing the
power requirements of wireless sensors, the energy levels required
are still a too large burden for the energy-harvesting technologies
at hand. Power requirements from different communication pro-
tocols generally range from tens of milliamps to hundreds of mil-
liamps. However, in most applications, there is no need to have
the device continuously transmitting data, so the average power
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1.1 Enabling Technologies

consumption is lower. Tab. 1.1 shows some general data compar-
ing power requirements of the three wireless protocols which are
nowadays widely used: Wi-Fi, ZigBee and Bluetooth Low Energy.

Table 1.1.: Power consumption of three widely used wireless
protocols

In addition to wireless data transmission power consumption, it
has to be considered the power consumption of the sensor itself. It
is worth pointing out that this comparison of power requirements
is intended for the purpose of analyzing the impact on the power
supply of autonomous sensor devices, not considering other vari-
ables to compare, such as communication range (Wi-Fi and ZigBee
are much longer than Bluetooth), data rate (Wi-Fi and ZigBee are
significantly better) and others.
However, lifetime is extremely critical for many applications, and
its primary limiting factor is the energy consumption of the active
nodes during sensing and even stand-by modes, which need to be
self-powered. The ideal case would be that the sensor devices are
able to operate on their own by capturing energy from the environ-
ment, with a virtually infinite life.
The most-used natural power sources include photovoltaic, vibra-
tion, thermal and radio frequency (RF):

1. Photovoltaic energy: Typically known as photovoltaic or so-
lar cells, this power source can be a feasible solution, since
the energy level harvested can be quite high, depending on
the amount of space available. However, these devices require
continuous exposure to sunlight, greatly decreasing their per-
formance as the intensity of the sunlight is reduced.

2. Vibration energy: There are multiple solutions for retrieving
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energy from environments in which continuous vibration is
guaranteed. Vibrational energy harvesting systems are de-
signed for relatively stable conditions. For a selected fre-
quency, the energy is correctly stored. However, for small
frequency variations, efficiency dramatically decreases, thus
reducing the amount of energy harvested over time.

3. Thermal energy: The concept of taking advantage of a tem-
perature gradient is not new. A thermoelectric device cre-
ates a voltage when there is a temperature gradient between
the two ends of it. It is a very efficient system when the
temperature difference is significant (the exterior and interior
temperatures of an airplane in flight, for example).

4. Radio frequency energy (RF): Signals from a variety of RF
sources (television and radio transmissions, GSM signals from
mobile phones and cell towers, Wi-Fi systems and so forth)
can be captured by a sensor’s antenna. The signals are then
converted and conditioned to the desired output. RF is a con-
stant energy source in every city of well-developed countries,
but the amount of energy harvested is very limited.

Photovoltaic and thermal energy harvesting are very interesting in
terms of the amount of energy that can be harvested, but the source
must be very powerful in order for a sensor to draw a large level
of energy, which is unlikely in most real-world applications. An
RF-harvesting device can be suitable for sensors located near an
RF source.
However, a number of applications require a more reliable energy
source before they can be implemented in the real world.

1.1.2. RFID Technology

RadioFrequency Identification (RFID) systems [6] at UHF frequen-
cies may represent a strategic enabling component for Smart ambi-
ent sensing, thanks to the energy autonomy of battery-less (passive)
tags and their reliable read ranges (up to 10-15 meters). A passive
RFID system is composed of a digital device called tag, embedding
an antenna and an IC-chip with a unique identification code (ID),
and a radio scanner device, called reader. The low-cost of the ele-
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1.1 Enabling Technologies

mental unit, the tag, is compatible with a widespread distribution
and disposable applications. RFID technology is currently mostly
applied to logistics of goods, particularly in retail and supply chain
management [7]. Applications can be found in transportation (re-
placement of tickets, registration stickers) and access control as
well. Passive tags are currently being used in many bank cards and
road toll tags which are among the first global deployments.
Although it is not a natural source of energy, an RFID transmitter
is a very interesting source to take into account for wireless sensors
in the IoT scheme. A sensor that requires an RFID reader cannot
be considered autonomous. However, this kind of device can be
embedded at any place, and will always be ready to measure and
transmit. As an example, passive RFID sensor tags can be em-
bedded in concrete, inside piping systems and at many relatively
inaccessible locations, and they will never require battery change
or generic maintenance. The disadvantage is that they cannot mea-
sure or transmit when there is no nearby RFID reader to send RF
power. Still, the advantages over natural sources harvesting are im-
portant: a passive RFID sensor has an "on-demand" reliable source
of energy. There is usually no dependency on environment condi-
tions for the transmission of the required data. It is also in general
not affected by dark or hazardous locations, or by natural temper-
ature changes. In this way battery-free RFID sensors could offer
a different way to collect reliable sensor data in the IoT scheme,
without being affected by unpredictable sources as sun, wind or
temperature.
Very recently research is exploring new paths with the common goal
of extracting physical information about tagged objects and nearby
environment through low-level processing of electromagnetic signals
received and backscattered by the tags [8, 9]. RFID systems could
be the enabling technology to implement, in a simple and efficient
way, the last few meters of the Internet of Things.
By displacing wireless sensors inside homes, objects, clothes or
other personal items, and in the external environment, it becomes
possible to monitor the macroscopic behavior and the health of
people, as well as the state of perishable goods and of the envi-
ronment itself. Possible applications are of interest to the most di-
verse fields, such as agri-food, chemical process monitoring, surveil-
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lance and homeland security [10, 11]. Sensing volatile compounds
through a non-invasive and direct way may indeed support clinical
diagnosis [12] and human wellness by keeping the air quality under
control in operating theaters, within manufacturing industrial facil-
ities as well as inside hazardous working places characterized by the
presence of harmful gases. An interesting application to civil engi-
neering is the idea of Smart Buildings: wireless sensors integrated
within buildings could allow distributed monitoring and control,
improving living conditions and reducing the energy consumption,
for instance controlling the temperature and air flow.
All the data collected by RFID sensors could be shared among dif-
ferent nodes and sent to a distributed or centralized system (cloud)
for analytic computing and statistics (Fig. 1.2). The pervasive na-
ture of RFID technology could improve the transparency, the relia-
bility, the lifetime and the scalability, while minimizing the overall
cost of the platforms.
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1.1 Enabling Technologies

Figure 1.2.: RFID technology applications enabling the last few
meters of the IoT.

1.1.2.1. Environmental Passive RFID Sensors

Fast and reliable detection of volatile compounds in the air and
temperature are key issues in many daily and industrial applications
[13]. The application
A passive RFID tag becomes capable to detect changes of the chem-
ical/physical parameters of the environment when it is function-
alized with special chemical compounds or interconnected to mi-
crochips integrating sensing features.

Volatile compound sensors Volatile compounds can be sensed by
properly shaped tag’s antenna hosting specialized Sensitive Mate-
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rials capable to selectively change their electromagnetic properties
and, accordingly, the tag response during gas exposure. Changes in
turn-on power1 or backscattered power can be hence monitored and
decoded by the reader, obtaining information about the presence
and the concentration of specific gases.
Some early experiments with augmented UHF RFID passive tags
demonstrated in the last years the possibility to detect the level
of humidity and other gases in air. In 2011 a loop-driven flat
dipole doped with carbon nano structures (CNT), [14] was designed
to sense the presence of ammonia in the environment (Fig. 1.3A).
Changes in the CNT properties affect the matching and gain of the
antenna, detectable through turn-on and backscattered power mea-
surements. More papers addressed the sensing of humidity grade
by UHF RFID tags. In [15] (2009) the sensitive material is simply a
blotting paper, eventually doped with NaCl (salt), covering a patch-
like RFID tag (Fig. 1.3B). The radiation performance of the tag
sensibly degrades according to the water adsorption, producing ap-
preciable variations of the tag response. An inkjet printed tag over
a Kapton substrate loaded by distributed capacitors was described
in [16] (2011). The capacitors convert the permittivity variation of
the substrate into a change in the antenna’s impedance, remotely
detectable through the frequency shift of the turn-on power mea-
surements (Fig. 1.3C). Humidity sensing has been considered even
with a chipless approach in [17] (2013), where a cascaded set of
group of transmission-line sections was doped by Silicon Nanowires.
The radar cross section (RCS), the phase, and the group delay of
the tag were related to the humidity adsorption. The humidity sen-
sor in [18] (2014) was based on planar stepped-impedance resonator
structures, wherein the dielectric change of Kapton tape attached
on the resonator causes a frequency shift and a variation of the
minimum power level.
First experiments involving the use of UHF RFID tags with several
sensitive materials exposed to different vapours are presented in [19]
(2013). Each commercial tag is functionalized with carbon black
as the conducting element and a polymer as the sensing element.
The different gas–solid partition coefficients for the polymers in

1the minimum power emitted by the reader to remotely activate the tag.
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1.1 Enabling Technologies

the sensor array produce a unique pattern of signal changes that
can be used to classify different vapours. This sensor array was
experimented with vapors of water, ammonia, ethanol and toluene.

Figure 1.3.: Examples of RFID chemical loaded RFID tags and
dynamic responses during gas exposures. A) Gas sensor inte-
grating carbon nanotubes exposed to ammonia [14]; B) moisture
sensor integrating blotting paper exposed to humidity [15]; C)
moisture sensor with sensitive dielectrics exposed to humidity
[16].

Temperature Sensors
Three classes of passive UHF RFID Temperature sensors have been
experimented in the last few years ranging from threshold sensors,
continuous sensors up to better performing digital data-loggers.

• Threshold Temperature Sensors: An RFID “thermal switch”
or fuse is based on a threshold physical phenomenon, such
that a material changes its state when the external tem-
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perature overcomes a given threshold, and the event is per-
manently written into a physical memory. For instance the
thermal-controlled event could be the melting of a ice region
(low-temperature threshold) loading the tag’s antenna [20]
(2010), the change of properties of a polymer [21] (2010), or
the geometric changes of Shape Memory Alloys such as the
Nitinol [22] (2011). In these cases the temperature change
induces an abrupt variation of the antenna response so that
the microchip is activated or not depending on the temper-
ature violation of a pre-defined level. For instance, Fig. 1.4
shows a two-chips threshold sensor integrating a temperature-
controlled Nitinol switch [22]. The normal condition corre-
sponds to the transmission of the only ID1 (label of the prod-
uct) while an occurred overheating is revealed through and
additional ID2 code (thermal event).

Figure 1.4.: a) Two-chip (with ID1 and ID2) temperature thresh-
old sensor integrating a Nitinol switch [22]; b) Switch closed (chip
is inactive, only ID1 is transmitted) and open (chip is active de-
pending on the temperature, ID2 is transmitted in addition to
ID1). c) chips’ responses versus temperature for 0°C-threshold
Nitinol and d) for 80°C-threshold Nitinol.
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1.2 Outline and Open Challenges

• Continous Temperature Sensors: An instantaneous RFID sen-
sor of temperature involves instead a sensitive material capa-
ble to continuously react to the change of temperature. [23]
and [24] (2012) consider (distilled) water region incased close
to the tag whose conductivity and permittivity change with
the temperature and accordingly modify the tag’s resonant
frequency detectable by the reader.

• Digital Data Loggers: The real revolution in the autonomous
RFID temperature sensing will be probably boosted by a new
family of RFID microchips equipped with an integrated tem-
perature sensor and with a local Analog to Digital Converter.
Accordingly, the temperature information is read from the
tag straight away in a digital form. These chips [25]-[26] can
be used in both passive and battery-assisted mode, and in the
latter case the tag may trigger a temperature measurement
and store the data inside the microchip’s user memory. The
price to pay for this very special capability is a higher cost of
the chip (1-3$ versus a few cents for conventional RFID chips)
and a rather poor power sensitivity when used in fully passive
mode (10dB less than conventional chips), and therefore the
read distance is currently limited to a couple of meters.

1.2. Outline and Open Challenges
From the perspective of IoT Smart Environment monitoring, this
thesis will cover passive (i.e. batteryless) devices in the UHF band
(860-960MHz) which are capable to provide services and enough
read-ranges to implement a network of sensors for monitoring the
quality of the local environment. Theoretical aspects will be ad-
dressed by studying the communication links of RFID devices for
sensing purposes. Theory will be validated by an extensive and
targeted campaign of measurements for the particular cases of tem-
perature and gas sensing.
Several key and challenging issues regarding RFID passive sensing
are still open:

1. The design of tag antennas suited to work as sensors in dif-
ferent environmental conditions. The tag may be consid-
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ered as an analog component whose strength of received and
backscattered power is sensibly affected by the electrical fea-
ture of the antenna, which is in turn dependent on the tagged
object change. Since there is usually no decoupling from the
operative point of view between antenna and sensor, both
perspectives need to be taken into account in order to reach
a trade-off between sensing and communication performance.

2. The full characterization of the tag as a sensor, such as the
sensitivity, the recovery capabilities during cyclic exposures,
the hysteresis, the robustness, the reproducibility, and not
last the methodologies to master the sensing performance.

3. A reliable procedure to characterize at radiofrequency the
electrical features of different kind of Sensitive Materials (SM)
able to influence the reader-tag communication according to
their state. These SM could be a chemical painting integrated
with the RFID device to monitor volatile compounds varia-
tions, as well as a thermal fuse or a thermistor for temper-
ature detection. Most of them are characterized only in DC
and hence the design of RFID sensing antennas suffers from
the lack of information about the sensor electromagnetic pa-
rameters in the UHF RFID band.

4. The RFID sensors cross-sensitivity to different environmen-
tal parameters should be taken into account. It is recom-
mendable to study the performance of such sensors in real
environment where mixtures of gases and variation of several
parameters (temperature, pressure...) are present. A pos-
sible solution in these cases is the multiplication of sensors
elements in order to form an array for the quantification and
the identification of each measurand.

The proposed Thesis will carefully examine and address the open
challenges, with the main goal to investigate, from a theoretical and
experimental point of view, the feasibility of a Pervasive Ambient
Sensing System entirely based on the passive UHF RFID technol-
ogy. The Thesis is organized as follows:
The first part is devoted to the detailed analysis of RFID passive
sensors and the sensing paradigms for ambient monitoring. The
basic mechanisms achievable by RFID sensor devices will be de-
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scribed with a theoretical approach to understand the physics of
the phenomena, up to introduce and investigate in detail the par-
ticular case of SM-loaded tags. General purpose antenna layouts,
able to enhance the sensing transduction phenomena by hosting
specialized distributed or lumped SM, will be proposed and ana-
lytically studied with the aim to control and optimize both sensing
and communication performances.
The second part of the thesis will cover different solutions for RFID
sensing of ambient temperature considering threshold and instan-
taneous sensors. A distributed loaded and a lumped loaded sensor
will be presented for the two applications.
The third part of the thesis is finally devoted to the extensive ex-
perimentation of chemically doped sensor tags in comparison with
the models proposed in the first part. A dedicated research ac-
tivity is produced to set-up procedures to characterize the SM at
radiofrequency, in order to provide a more extensive database of
useful chemical receptors and their sensitivity to a meaningful set of
volatile compounds. Several chemical SM species are experimented
for applications to RFID sensors, aimed at detecting humidity and
other gas species. Finally a set of chemical SM is also combined
into a wireless “RFID nose”, e.g. a matrix of doped tags capable
to respond in a selective way to the presence of different vapors.
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Part I.

Principles and Tools of
Passive UHF RFIDs for

Ambient Sensing
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The role of the tag antenna in UHF RFID systems and its impact
on the global performance is very important [27]. Indeed, for any
antenna there are two operating regions: near-field and far-field de-
pending on the communication distance between reader and tags.
In practice, the UHF RFID tags must operate regardless of the dis-
tance reader-tags, the environment in the vicinity which is different
for each application and for any item they are tagging. So, design-
ing compact and low-profile antennas exhibiting low cost, but at
the same time relatively broad band and reconfigurability features
for different applications is, at the present time, a real challenge
in the field of UHF RFID technology [28]. A major objective for
reader-tag communication is to develop compact and robust tags
able to reply to reader’s quaery regardless the place it is attached
on, the specific application and the frequency bands [29, 30]. On
the other hand, any tag is inherently sensitive to the close envi-
ronment. This effect may be exploited to transform the tag into a
sensor, able to detect changes of the tagged object or the nearby
environment.
This part theoretically examines both the communication and sens-
ing perspectives of RFID passive tags. The RFID antenna and the
basic sensing mechanisms achievable by RFID sensor devices are
introduced. In particular a theoretical approach to understand the
physics of the phenomena, is investigated in detail for the partic-
ular case of Sensitive Material (SM) -loaded tags. Finally general
purpose antenna layouts are proposed with the aim to enhance the
sensing transduction phenomena by hosting specialized distributed
or lumped SM, and to keep reliable communication performances.
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2. Rationale and Theory of
RFID Sensing
This chapter addresses the fundamental antenna de-

sign requirements of general UHF RFID sensor tags for
ambient monitoring, focusing on communication and
sensing performance parameters.

The sensitivity of the antenna to the external environment is cer-
tainly one of the major weaknesses of UHF tags utilized for lo-
gistics. However, this characteristic can be exploited to transform
a simple tag into a sensing device. Indeed, it has been very re-
cently demonstrated that under some specific design, the RFID
tag can acquire interesting sensing capabilities [8]. Such an evo-
lution is rapidly transforming RFID from a powerful identification
technology (just as an optical barcode) to a more attractive and
versatile technique that opens the door to the paradigm of the In-
ternet of Things [31, 32]. From the previous discussion it appears
that both antenna and sensor design for RFID tags are very specific
and challenging topic to be faced from a theoretical and practical
perspective.

2.1. RFID Principle of Operation
The principle of operation of a passive RFID system is illustrated
in Fig. 2.1. It usually contains two parts: a base station, also called
the RFID reader and an RFID passive transponder (tag). The tag
consists of an antenna and an Integrated Circuit (IC) chip having
its own identification code (ID).
In a conventional RFID link, the reader remotely activates and
query the tag by means of radio-frequency electromagnetic signals.
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Rationale and Theory of RFID Sensing

Figure 2.1.: Sketch of a passive RFID system which comprises a
digital device called tag, embedding an antenna and an IC-chip
with a unique identification code (ID), and the reader that acts
as a transmitter and receiver.

The tag can operate in the interrogation zone of the reader, where
the ID and other data in the memory can be wirelessly transferred
to the reader. An RFID tag can be represented by its Thevenin
circuit as shown in Fig. 2.2.
The input impedance of the tag is hereafter denoted with ZA =
RA + jXA and its gain with GT . The equivalent input impedance
of the chip in the scavenging mode, e.g. when the tag is harvesting
power from the reader, is referred to as ZC = RC + jXC , with
XC capacitive reactance. The architecture of most UHF RFID
readers is based on a direct-conversion by I/Q demodulator (homo-
dyne receiver) [6]. Upon interrogation, the tag sends back the data
contained in the chip memory by switching its input impedance be-
tween two states {ZONC , ZOFFC } and thus modulating the backscat-
tered signal [33]. The energy harvesting capability of a tag is gen-
erally described by the power transfer coefficient

τ = 4RCRA
|ZC + ZA|2

≤ 1 (2.1)
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2.1 RFID Principle of Operation

Figure 2.2.: Thevenin equivalent circuit of an RFID tag.

that it is maximum in case of conjugate impedance condition ZA =
Z∗C . If the matching condition is realized, the chip can use the
entire power available at the tag antenna. Hence, proper impedance
matching is an important factor while considering an RFID system.

2.1.1. Forward and Backward Links

The first step of the reader-tag communication protocol consists of
the forward link from the reader to the tag. In the hypothesis of
free space, the fraction of power PR→T emitted by the reader and
collected by the tag is given by the Friis formula [6] valid in the
free space:

PR→T =
(
λ0

4πd

)2
Pin ·GR(θ, φ) · ĜT (θ, φ) · χ(θ, φ) (2.2)

where λ0 is the free-space wavelength of the carrier tone emitted by
the reader; φ and θ are the angles of a spherical coordinate system
centered at the tag; Pin is the power entering the reader’s antenna;
GR(φ, θ) is the gain of the reader antenna; χ is the polarization
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factor accounting for the mutual orientation reader-tag; ĜT (φ, θ) =
GT (φ, θ) · τ is the realized gain of the tag, e.g. the radiation gain
GT (φ, θ) of the antenna corrected by the power transfer coefficient
τ between tag’s antenna and microchip.
The radar equation defines instead the backward link; the power
backscattered by the tag and collected by the reader, assuming
perfect impedance matching (τ = 1), is equal to:

PR←T = 1
4π

(
λ0

4πd2

)2
Pin ·G2

R(φ, θ) · χ2(θ, φ) · σ(θ, φ) (2.3)

where σ(φ, θ) is the tag’s radar cross-section, related to the mod-
ulation impedance Zmod of the microchip to encode the low and
high digital state:

σ(φ, θ) = λ2
0

4π ·G
2
T (θ, φ) ·

(
2RA

|Zmod + ZA|

)2
(2.4)

The backscattered power PR←T is directly measurable by the reader
in terms of the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) [34],
here assumed to correspond to the binary modulating state having
Zmod = ZC .
Let V iL denote the voltage collected at the reader’s load after carrier
suppression, when the chip is in i = ON/OFF state, and Z0 =
50Ω is the input impedance of the receiver, the amplitude (RSSI)
and phase (ϕ) of the signal backscattered by the tag are directly
retrieved [35] by the reader as

RSSI ∝
1
2

∣∣V OFFL − V ONL
∣∣2

Z0
. (2.5)

ϕ = arg(V OFFL − V ONL ). (2.6)
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2.2 RFID as a Sensor

The maximum distance at which a tag can be detected by the reader
is a practical tag communication performance indicator. Normally,
the reading range of passive tags is limited by the forward-link
operation, i.e., the efficiency of the wireless power transfer from
the reader to the tag’s IC. Assuming free-space conditions for site-
independent comparison, from (2.2) the tag reading range at the
spatial observation angles φ and θ of a spherical coordinate system
centered at the tag is given by [29]:

dmax(φ, θ) = λ0

4π

√
EIRP · ĜT (θ, φ) · χ(θ, φ)

Pchip
(2.7)

where EIRP is the equivalent isotropic radiated power by the
reader and PR→T = Pchip is the power required to activate the
IC. A challenging issue in the design of the RFID tag is to reduce
the effect of impedance and gain variations caused by the physical
environment changes which can affect the read distance of the tag.

2.2. RFID as a Sensor
In several practical implementations, the sensitivity of the tags to
the external environment changes is observed and usually consid-
ered as a negative effect and as one of the major weaknesses of UHF
RFIDs. The antenna behavior is sensitive to the environment, i.e.
the physical phenomena surrounding it and located in its near-field
region. However, this phenomena may be potentially exploited to
see variations of humidity or other vapours [14, 36, 37], the proxim-
ity of dielectric materials, metal [30], or even the effect of coupling
(due to near-field interaction with other resonant tags) observed
when multiple tags are close to each other [38, 39]. For identifica-
tion, logistics and tracking applications, these effects are negative,
thus, a strategy to develop tags able at the same time to robustly
communicate with the reader and sense the environment variation
is a challenging but extremely attractive reasearch field.
Let suppose that the tag is exposed to some generic physical, chemi-
cal or geometrical external agent Ψ(t) (such as temperature, humid-
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ity, vapors, pressure) producing a modification of the antenna input
impedance, ZA[Ψ], and gain, GT [Ψ], and accordingly of the ampli-
tude and phase of the received backscattered signal, throughout
any kind of chemical-electromagnetic or mechanical - electromag-
netic transduction mechanism (Fig. 2.3). The aim of RFID sensing
is to extract information about the change of external agent Ψ
through RFID signals measurements.
It is possible to easily define some sensing indicators carrying in-
formation about the external agent change and directly derivable
from the reader’s measurements. At this purpose, the equations
(2.2) and (2.3) of a two-way reader-tag link [33] need to be rewrit-
ten, making explicit the dependence on the variation of local pa-
rameters.

Figure 2.3.: A sketch of the RFID sensing system. A reader in-
terrogates the tag, whose behavior is influenced by a changing
external phenomena Ψ.
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2.2 RFID as a Sensor

2.2.1. Power-related Measurable Data

Turn-on power: Under the simplifying hypothesis of free-space in-
teractions, a first parameter obtainable from the forward link is the
turn-on power P toin [Ψ], e.g. the minimum input power Pin through
the reader’s antenna required to activate the tag’s integrated cir-
cuit:

P toin(θ, φ)[Ψ] = (4πd
λ0

)2 Pchip
GR(θ, φ) · χ[Ψ] ·GT (θ, φ)[Ψ] · τ [Ψ] (2.8)

where d is the reader-tag distance; GR(θ, φ) is the gain of the reader
antenna, GT (θ, φ)[Ψ] is the gain of the tag’s antenna; χ[Ψ] is the
polarization mismatch between the reader and the tag; Pchip is the
IC’s sensitivity and finally τ [Ψ] is the power transmission coefficient
of the tag defined as in (2.1).
From turn-on measurement it is possible to extract the realized gain
of the tag Gτ [Ψ], as follows:

Gτ (θ, φ)[Ψ] = (4πd
λo

)2 Pchip
GR(θR, φR) · χ[Ψ] · P toin(θ, φ)[Ψ] (2.9)

Backscattered power: By considering the backward link, an an-
other sensing metric directly measurable by the reader in terms of
the RSSI, is the normalized backscattered power pBS [Ψ], e.g the
ratio between the backscattered power PR←T [Ψ] collected by the
reader and the input power Pin[Ψ] to the reader’s antenna:

pBS(θ, φ)[Ψ] = PR←T (θ, φ)[Ψ]
Pin(θ, φ)[Ψ] (2.10)

2.2.2. Impedance-related Measurable Data

Analog Identifier (AID): Combining above powers from measure-
ments, the Analog Identifier (AID), a parameter which permits an-
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gle and distance-independent measurements, is computed as [38, 9]

AID[Ψ] = Pchip√
P toin [Ψ]PR←T [Ψ]

= 2RC
|ZC + ZA[Ψ]| . (2.11)

The AID only depends on the antenna’s impedance. It thus ap-
pears useful when the interrogation setup changes (position and
orientation) in successive measurements, since it is immune to the
interrogation modalities.

Phase:

Nowadays many RFID readers are capable to provide power infor-
mation in a fully coherent way and extract the phase of the demod-
ulated signals backscattered by the tag, thus the phase can be used
as sensing carrier. Its dependence on the tag antenna impedance
can be formalized as follows. Using the formalism in [38], and under
free-space conditions, the port voltage V ON/OFFL can be expressed
in terms of the tag’s and reader’s parameters, so that

V
ON/OFF
L [Ψ] = VL,OC [Ψ]+

+η0

k2
0
GR

√
PinRinR

2 g2[Ψ] 1(
ZA[Ψ] + Z

ON/OFF
C

) e−2jk0r

r2 (2.12)

where VL,OC [Ψ] is the open-circuit voltage that is independent on
the tag loading impedance, while it is instead potentially affected
by the external agent; g =

√
RAGT (r̂)χ[Ψ]

η0
ejΦ[Ψ](r̂) is the normal-

ized gain of the tag; η0 = 120πΩ; k0 is the propagation con-
stant; GR is the gain of the reader antenna; Pin is the power in-
jected by the reader into its antenna; RinR is the input resistance
of that antenna; r is the reader-tag distance. Finally polarization-
dependent parameters {χ,Φ}, are such that χ[Ψ] = |ĥT [Ψ] · ĥR|2
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and Φ[Ψ](r̂) = angle(ĥT [Ψ] · ĥR) with ĥR(r̂) and ĥT [Ψ](r̂) are the
effective length of reader’s and tag’s antennas, respectively, the last
one being in principle dependent on the external agent.
By application of (2.6) and after simple algebraic manipulations,
the backscattering phase can be rewritten as

ϕ[Ψ] = −2k0r + 2Φ[Ψ](r̂)+

+arg
(

1
ZA[Ψ] + ZOFFC

− 1
ZA[Ψ] + ZONC

)
. (2.13)

The −2k0r contribute accounts for propagation delay along dis-
tance r, 2Φ[Ψ](r̂) embeds the phase variation of polarization mis-
match between reader and tag and the last term includes the de-
pendence of the phase on the only input impedance of the tag’s
antenna.

2.3. Sensor Properties
An overview of a few definitions related to sensors are here consid-
ered, which will be most frequently used from now on. These are:
sensor response curve, sensitivity, noise, resolution, accuracy and
precision, cross-sensitivity, drift, and specificity. These quantities
represent the basic knowledge that should be known and utilized
on behalf of the sensor community [40].

Sensor response curve: The sensor response curve or calibration
curve is the representation of the sensor output as a function of the
measurand applied to its input. All the previously defined sensing
indicators may correctly represent the RFID sensor response curve:

{
AID,ϕ, P toin , Pbs

}
↔ Ψ(t). (2.14)
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The sensor response curve represented in Fig. 2.4(a), as an exam-
ple, tells us that in presence of high values, the output tends to
remain constant, which means that the sensors, in this condition,
do not react to the input variations, i.e it reaches saturation. The
difference ξsat − ξmin is the dynamic range of the sensor.

Figure 2.4.: (a) Response curve and (b) sensitivity of a generic
sensor.

Sensitivity: The sensitivity (Fig. 2.4b) can be obtained by a deriva-
tive procedure from the response curve, as

S[ξ] = δξ[Ψ]
δΨ (2.15)

The definitions based on the output/input derivative, always valid
simply because sensors are, generally speaking, nonlinear in charac-
ter, can be simplified in those cases where the degree of nonlinearity
can be neglected. If, on the other hand, the sensor response curve
can be piecewise linearized, then many sensitivities can be defined
one for each linear piece, as

S[ξ] = ∆ξ
Ψhigh −Ψlow

(2.16)

but the interval to which the linearity applies should be specified.
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Noise: Sensors, whatever their complexity may manifest noise,
i.e. the unavoidable fluctuations of chemical, physical, biological
and electrical quantities, at their output with a given signal to noise
ratio. This noise is one of the reasons that the resolution cannot
approach the zero value. Another direct reason is the sensitivity
value limitation. Certainly, without the knowledge of the noise
level, it is not possible to estimate the resolution.

Resolution: The resolution is obtained through a limit procedure
in its general form

resolution = lim
ξ→Vnoise

ξ

S
= Vnoise

S
(2.17)

where Vnoise is the amplitude of the noise fluctuations. It is worth
pointing out that, in a nonlinear transfer function, the sensitivity
and the noise level are functions of the operating point (o.p.) and
so is the resolution.

Accuracy: Accuracy can be defined as the amount of uncertainty
in a measurement with respect to an absolute standard and is mea-
sured as a ratio of the highest deviation of a value represented by
the sensor to the ideal value.

Precision: Precision describes the reproducibility of the measure-
ment. If the measured values are close together then the sensor has
a high degree of precision or repeatability.

Drift: Concerning the drift, it can be defined as a slow unpre-
dictable change of the sensor output, undefined from the statistical
point of view, which is superimposed to both the signal and noise
levels. Its origin may be correlated to the aging of the sensing ma-
terial and of the electronic components that interact with chemical,
physical and biological quantities present in the environment. Its
presence can be detected usually through a long time observation
and can be considered another reason of the loss of accuracy of the
sensor.
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Cross-sensitivity: Almost always, sensors designed to be sensitive
to a given measurand show undesired internal sensitivities to other
measurands whose nature can be physical, chemical, or even bio-
logical in character. There is one case (the use of sensor arrays for
the so-called electronic noses and tongue applications) where the
presence of different sensitivities plays the key role for the working
principle of the overall sensor system. It is possible to define, for
a given sensor or sensor system, the term cross-sensitivity, i.e. the
sensitivity of the sensor to different measurands Ψ1,Ψ2, ...Ψn,.

Specificity: In the case of specificity (namely when among the
quantities occurring in an environment the sensitivity toward one
is dominant), a sensor may be fruitfully utilized to get information
about a single measurand. In the case of independent sensitivities,
selectivity can be estimated, at calibration level, by a one-by-one
technique, determining the response to one measurand per time in
a given domain of values. In other cases, being the response of the
sensor, due to more than one quantity, the information provided
by the sensor is ambiguous, and no straightforward information
about the environment can be achieved. The way to overcome this
situation is the use of arrays of sensors. In the general case of
nonlinear sensors, given n measurands and m sensors (with m ≥ n)
the response of the sensors can be represented as

ξ1 = f1(Ψ1, . . .Ψn)
...

ξm = fm(Ψ1, . . .Ψn)
(2.18)

It is possible to define a local sensitivity through the Jacobian ma-
trix of the previous system of equations. It defines the sensitivities
of the sensors toward all the involved quantities [40].

S =


δξ1
δΨ1

· · · δξ1
δΨn

...
...

δξm

δΨ1
· · · δξm

δΨn

 . (2.19)
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Extending the concept of selectivity previously given, the selectivity
of the array may be defined as the capability of the array to retrieve
the n values of the quantities at which the m sensors are sensitive
to. Around the o.p., the measure of ξ1, ξ2, ...ξn is obtained inverting
the linearized system. This is possible if the condition det(S) 6= 0 is
met. The maximum selectivity is achieved when the Jacobian ma-
trix is diagonal; this corresponds to the case of an array composed
of fully specific sensors.
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3. Functionalized RFID
Sensors
In this chapter the different kinds of RFID sensors

are introduced and the theory presented in chapter 2
is specialized for a particular case, where the portion
of the antenna that senses the change of the external
phenomena is concentrated within a very small region,
at limit a dedicated lumped sensor in series or parallel
to the IC.

Several papers in the last years have studied the sensing perfor-
mance of “bare” sensor tags where the sensor is the antenna and
the antenna is the sensor [9, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The main drawbacks
of this case are the non-specificity and the limited range of parame-
ters that can be monitored, mainly related to permittivity or shape
changes. A second way to perform sensing with RFIDs is to equip
the tag with a real passive sensor which could be either considered
as a lumped load, connected in some part of the tag’s antenna, or
instead distributed all over the antenna surface as a chemical recep-
tor painting. Such a sensing mechanism may be hence considered
as a lumped or distributed impedance, loading the tag’s antenna.
A passive RFID tag becomes capable to detect critical parame-
ters such as the temperature and the presence/level of humidity or
other gases in the environment, only if it is functionalized with spe-
cial sensitive materials or interconnected to microchips integrating
sensing features. Volatile compounds can be sensed by properly
shaped tag antennas hosting specialized chemical sensitive mate-
rials capable to selectively change their electromagnetic properties
and, accordingly, the tag response during humidity/gas exposures.
Loaded RFID temperature sensors can range from threshold sen-
sors [22], continuous sensors [24] up to better performing digital
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data-logger [25].
A theoretical analysis is here introduced to address the changes
inducted to the tag’s features by the presence of a lumped SM
interconnected in series or parallel to the IC.

3.1. Lumped Element Model of a Sensor
Tag

A possible approach to RFID sensing engineering is to describe the
complex interactions between SM antenna and agent under test as
simple lumped-element circuits, that is possible when the loading
SM is in a very localized displacement.
Let Ψ denote the generic physical, chemical or geometrical external
agent that has to be monitored by the radio-sensor. The electro-
magnetic effect of the interaction between such an agent and the
SM can be considered as a perturbation to the gain and to the
input impedance of the tag antenna.
The sensing-oriented equations presented in sec. 2.2 are now rewrit-
ten for a particular case, where the portion of the antenna that
senses the change of the external phenomena is concentrated within
a very small region, at limit a dedicated lumped sensor. Such Sen-
sitive Material (SM), on reacting to an external stimulus, will pro-
duce a change of its equivalent RF impedance

ZSM [Ψ] ≡ RSM [Ψ] ‖ CSM [Ψ] (3.1)

that accounts for both permittivity and conductivity variations.
Let moreover assume that the variable impedance of the Sensitive
Material is directly connected in series or in parallel with the mi-
crochip (Fig. 3.1). Accordingly, the unloaded antenna of the tag
can be now assumed to be unaffected by the change of the external
process.

Since the RFID communication involves a direct (energy harvest-
ing) and a reverse (backscattering modulation) links, two different
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3.1 Lumped Element Model of a Sensor Tag

Figure 3.1.: Series (left) and parallel (right) interconnection of
the sensitive equivalent lumped impedance of the SM (ZSM )
with indication of the corresponding equivalent antenna and mi-
crochip impedances for the harvesting and backscattering links.
The symbol ’♦’ indicates series/parallel connection.

models will be applied to describe realized gain and phase of the
tag.

3.1.1. Harvesting mode

In the harvesting mode the sensitive material is considered as part
of the antenna, so that the transfer power coefficient needs to be
evaluated for an equivalent antenna impedance

Z ′A[Ψ] ≡ ZA � ZSM [Ψ] (3.2)

where the symbol ′�′ indicates the series or parallel connection.
For calculation convenience the load can be taken into account
as a lumped variable impedance ZSM [Ψ] = RSM [Ψ] + j · χSM [Ψ]
in case of series interconnection, or a lumped variable admittance
YSM [Ψ] = gSM [Ψ]+j ·BSM [Ψ] in case of parallel interconnection to
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the impedance ZA = RA + j · χA = 1
YA

= 1
gA+j·BA

of the unloaded
(blank) antenna (Fig. 3.1). ZA can be estimated by simulations or
measurements at the position of the RFID chip.
The input impedance of the loaded tag Z ′A[Ψ] is definitely depen-
dent on the value Ψ of the process under observation. It is now
useful to express the performance indicator of an RFID tag, e.g.
the realized gain Ĝτ (θ, ϕ)[Ψ] = G(θ, ϕ)[Ψ] · τ [Ψ] in terms of the
equivalent impedance/admittance of the SM loading.
From Fig. 3.1, the input power of the unloaded tag can be expressed
as

PA = 1
2RA

∣∣I2
0
∣∣ = 1

2gA
∣∣V 2

0
∣∣ (3.3)

while the power absorbed in the sensing load, for the series (PSM,s[Ψ])
and parallel (PSM,p[Ψ]) topologies is respectively

PSM,s[Ψ] = 1
2RSM [Ψ]

∣∣I2
0
∣∣ . (3.4)

PSM,p[Ψ] = 1
2gSM [Ψ]

∣∣V 2
0
∣∣ . (3.5)

The gain of the loaded antenna can be calculated as

Gs/p(θ, ϕ)[Ψ] = 4π I(θ, φ)
PA + PSM,s/p[Ψ] = αs/p[Ψ]G0(θ, φ) (3.6)

where I(θ, ϕ) is the radiation intensity, G0(θ, ϕ) is the gain of the
unloaded tag, and

αs[Ψ] = RA
RA +RSM [Ψ] < 1 (3.7)

αp[Ψ] = gA
gA + gSM [Ψ] < 1 (3.8)
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3.1 Lumped Element Model of a Sensor Tag

is the degradation of the gain introduced by the SM-load perturba-
tion for a series (αs[Ψ]) or parallel (αp[Ψ]) interconnection, which
will negatively impact on the read-range performance of the sensor
tag.
The power transmission coefficient of the loaded tag for the two
configurations, can be hence deduced from equation (2.1) by sub-
stitution of Z ′A[Ψ] = (ZA + ZSM [Ψ]) = (YA + YSM [Ψ])−1, so that:

τs[Ψ] = 4RC(RA +RSM [Ψ])
|ZC + ZA + ZSM [Ψ]|2

(3.9)

τp[Ψ] = 4gC(gA + gSM [Ψ])
|YC + YA + YSM [Ψ]|2

(3.10)

The realized gain Ĝτ [Ψ] = G[Ψ] ·τ [Ψ] of the SM-loaded tag is hence
finally calculated from equations (3.6) and (3.9) and (3.10) as

Ĝτ,s[Ψ] = G0 · (1 + RSM [Ψ]
RA

)−1 4RC(RA +RSM [Ψ])
|ZC + ZA + ZSM [Ψ]|2

(3.11)

Ĝτ,p[Ψ] = G0 · (1 + gSM [Ψ]
gA

)−1 4gC(gA + gSM [Ψ])
|YC + YA + YSM [Ψ]|2

(3.12)

where the angular dependence has been omitted for notation sim-
plicity. As shown later on, the above model can be also used to
estimate the equivalent impedance ZSM [Ψ] = 1

YSM [Ψ] of the sen-
sitive materials at different levels of the agent under test. Once
the SM electric properties are characterized through the equivalent
admittance, the same equations can be hence used, in conjunction
to predict and shape the overall sensor response. Some operative
examples will be given in the next Chapters of the thesis.
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3.1.2. Backscattering mode

In the backscattering mode, the sensitive material can be instead
considered as part of the microchip, so that the equivalent mi-
crochip impedance is

Z ′C [Ψ] ≡ ZC � ZSM [Ψ] (3.13)

while the antenna impedance ZA is considered static in this case.
In the next reasonings regarding the backscattered mode, only the
phase variations according to the lumped load change will be con-
sidered.
By introducing the effective chip impedance Z ′C [Ψ] in (2.13), and by
assuming a reference impedance modulation between a low and high
values ZONC = ZC and ZOFFC → ∞, the following two expressions
of the retrieved phase are obtained in cases of parallel (ϕp) and
series (ϕs) topologies:

ϕp[Ψ] = C + arg

(
1

ZA + ZSM [Ψ]+

− 1(
ZA +

(
1
ZC

+ 1
ZSM [Ψ]

)−1
)) (3.14)

ϕs[Ψ] = C + arg

(
− 1
ZA + ZC + ZSM [Ψ]

)
(3.15)

where the quantity C = −2k0r + 2Φ(r̂) will now remain constant
by keeping the set-up fixed all along the observation of the phe-
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3.1 Lumped Element Model of a Sensor Tag

nomenon under interest. Finally, denoting with ϕ[Ψ(0)] a reference
initial state, then the differential phase

4ϕ(t) = ϕ[Ψ(t)]− ϕ[Ψ(0)]↔ f(ZSM [Ψ]). (3.16)

will depend on the parameter Ψ throughout the only impedance of
the sensitive material since the other contributes in C are accord-
ingly dropped out. Above equation is the phase sensing formula
and will enable to easily model and control the response of the
device.

3.1.3. Asymptotic analysis

In order to better understand the role of the interconnection topol-
ogy for the sensitive material and the reaction of the phase, of the
transmission coefficient and of the gain to the external stimuli, the
equations in (3.9),(3.10) (3.14) and (3.15) are now numerically eval-
uated for two extreme conditions and without any hypothesis on
the tag layout. The sensitive material has been assumed to have a
dominant resistive or capacitive behavior, e.g. by separately con-
sidering the two limits CSM [Ψ]→ 0 and RSM [Ψ]→∞ for resistive
and capacitive SM, respectively.
Fig. 3.2 shows the curves of ϕ[ZSM ] and τ [ZSM ] for the four above
edge cases referred to a realistic microchip impedance ZC = 25 −
j237 Ω (NXP G2il [45]). The case of perfect matching of the un-
loaded antenna impedance (ZA = Z∗C) to the IC was considered
at the fixed frequency f = 868MHz (European RFID band). The
phase response saturates for large values of RSM or XSM while the
most sensitive responses (steepest slopes of the curves) are appar-
ent for small values of SM resistance or capacitance. The series
connection of a resistive SM (Fig. 3.2C) does not provide any phase
sensing capability while it produces a huge degradation of the power
harvesting (through the parameter τ).
Requirements over the communication performances may be for-
malized as constraints over the power transfer coefficient τ caused
by the variation of the external agent. For instance having fixed
the communication constrain to τ > τmin = 0.5, the useful phase
ranges (shadowed areas in the Fig. 3.2) are resumed in Tab. 3.1.
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The most convenient results are found for the cases of capacitive
SM in both parallel and series interconnections, while a resistive
SM is effective for phase sensing only in parallel connection and
however it provides a more modest phase change.

Figure 3.2.: Phase and power transmission coefficient vs CSM and
RSM variations: A) parallel-loaded tag with resistive behavior
(PR); B) parallel-loaded tag with capacitive behavior (PC); C)
series-loaded tag with resistive behavior (SR); D) series-loaded
tag with capacitive behavior (SC). The shadowed regions indi-
cate the range of the SM’s impedance and of phase response
corresponding to a power transfer coefficient τ > 0.5.

It is worth noticing that the SM variation will produce a degra-
dation of the gain as well, quantified by the previously introduced
degradation factors αs[Ψ] and αp[Ψ] for series and parallel inter-
connections. From definitions in (3.7) and (3.8), it is clear that the
only factor which influences the antenna gain is the resistance or
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3.1 Lumped Element Model of a Sensor Tag

Table 3.1.: Useful phase range for sensing for τ > 0.5

P-R P-C S-R S-C
20° 50° 0 50°

conductance (RSM , gSM ) of the chemical load, while the capaci-
tance variations are completely irrelevant. Fig. 3.3 shows the curves
of α [RSM ] for the two topologies in case of fully resistive behavior.
It can be observed that the trends are completely inverted for the
two configurations, and could be used as additional sensing param-
eters even though the decrease of α will negatively impact on the
read-range performance of the sensor tag.

Figure 3.3.: Degradation coefficient α of the gain as defined in
(3.7) and (3.8) introduced by the chemical perturbation RSM :
A) parallel-loaded tag with resistive behavior (PR); B) series-
loaded tag with resistive behavior (SR).
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4. RFID Antennas Suitable to
Ambient Sensing
This chapter introduces the general purpose antennas

capable of hosting a distributed or lumped sensitive ma-
terial. Several layouts, having different sizes, materials
and characteristics, are presented and described in this
chapter for what concerns their communication perfor-
mance.

Several planar layouts with maximum dimensions of a credit card
and able to host distributed or lumped sensitive materials, are here
described and characterized in their communications performance.
The antennas are presented as general purpose SM-host, completely
unspecific in order to react to the presence of humidity, gases, tem-
perature, etc. However, for the reader convenience, a first high-level
classification is given according to the SM they are hosting in this
specific research and the parameter they are sensitive to (vapours
or temperature).
Convenient tuning mechanisms are implemented in some layouts
in order to enable custom shifts and on-site corrections of the tag
response at the desired frequency in the global RFID band, without
demanding for significant geometrical modifications. This features
are potentially useful to modify the dynamic range of the sensor
and its sensitivity with a minimal change to the antenna layout.
Previous equivalent lumped-element models of the loadings will be
exploited in next chapters to predict the sensor’s response to the
different processes under test.
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4.1. Tags suitable to temperature sensing

4.1.1. Planar dipole over sensitive substrate

A threshold sensor is an RFID “thermal switch” or fuse based on
a threshold physical phenomenon, such that a material changes
its state when the external temperature overcomes a given thresh-
old, and the event is permanently written into a physical memory.
A small UHF RFID tag has been designed to work as a thresh-
old temperature sensor. The tag integrates a paraffin wax, which
serves as substrate layer and at the same time as distributed SM
to sense the heat exposures. A narrow-band passive tag dipole
antenna is designed to monitor the dielectric changes of its sub-
strate material. Once the tag is exposed to a certain temperature,
known as the threshold temperature value, the dielectric properties
of the paraffin layer will change [46]. This affects the permittivity
of the paraffin layer and eventually the effective permittivity of the
whole substrate. The change in the permittivity alters the input
impedance of the tag antenna.
The described small narrow-band symmetric dipole tag antenna
(Fig. 4.1) has been simulated by Ansoft HFSS [47]. The tag was
designed and fabricated on a multi-layer substrate, constituting
FR4 (ε = 4.1), thin plastic bag (ε = 3) and a layer of commercial
paraffin wax [48] (ε = 2.1). Alien Higgs 2 IC was used in the
tag antenna [49] with sensitivity equal to -14 dBm. The tag is
matched to a center frequency of 870MHz using a T-match as an
impedance transformer [29]. The overall dimension of the tag is
equal to 44mm× 30mm.
To reduce the size, the antenna structure is folded with a V-structure
making the tag antenna more compact and giving the current a
longer path to accommodate the desired wavelength. The small
size and the use of thin microstrip lines contribute in making the
tag antenna narrow band and more sensitive to any structural or
dielectric changes in the substrate.
A prototype of the threshold sensor is shown in Fig. 4.2. Paraplast
type of paraffin wax is used to make the substrate layer by melting
the waxy pellets of paraffin into a cake frame [48] and then integrat-
ing it in a vacuum plastic bag to avoid spillage. The sensor RFID
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4.1 Tags suitable to temperature sensing

Figure 4.1.: Geometrical parameters of the designed threshold
sensor tag antenna.

tag was measured using Tagformance RFID measurement device
[50], connected to a linearly polarized reader antenna.
The measured realized gain of the tag antenna is analyzed using
the path loss measurement data from the Tagformance measuring
equipment, as [51],

Gr = Pchip
Lfwd · P into

(4.1)

where Pchip refers to the sensitivity of the IC, set to -14 dBm. Lfwd
is the forward path loss from the transmitter to the tag antenna,
and P into represents the turn-on power. The maximum simulated
and measured realized gain at –x axis direction of the tag antenna
can be seen in Fig. 4.3, showing a very good agreement.
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Figure 4.2.: Fabricated prototype of the threshold sensor tag an-
tenna.

Figure 4.3.: Simulated and measured realized gain at ‘-x direc-
tion’ in Fig. 4.1.
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4.1 Tags suitable to temperature sensing

4.1.2. Two ports planar dipole

A second class of temperature sensors (<200°C) include an instan-
taneous RFID sensor with a SM capable to continuously react to
the change of temperature. An external thermistor is connected to
the tag’s antenna that, when exposed to time-variant temperature,
will modify the electromagnetic response of the tag detectable by
the reader from remote. The sensing information is hence trans-
mitted by an analog manner and the conversion to a meaningful
temperature data is achieved at the reader side by using calibra-
tion curves.
The considered instantaneous temperature sensor layout is a sym-
metric folded two-ports dipole (Fig. 4.4 A), with a T-match section
exploited to tune the input impedance of the tag to the G2XM
microchip in TSS0P8 package (power sensitivity pC = −15dBm)
[45]. Two-ports grid formulas, specified in [38, 39], may model the
behavior of the tag, where the first port is representing the IC and
the second the lumped sensing element.
Fig. 4.4 shows the simulated and measured realized gain vs. fre-
quency of the un-loaded tag. The temperature sensing is analog-
ically performed by a COTS thermistor integrated into the MLA
layout, able to change the radiation characteristics of the tag.
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A) B)

Figure 4.4.: A) Prototype of temperature sensor tag integrating
a thermistor able to change its electric properties according to
temperature variations; B) Simulated and measured realized gain
vs. frequency of the un-loaded tag along broadside direction.

4.2. Tags suitable to chemical sensing

4.2.1. H-slot fed folded-patch

The first device for chemical sensing is a modified version of the
wearable antenna presented in [34, 52]: a folded planar structure
over a 4mm-thick Teflon substrate provided with a radiating edge
and a sensing H-shaped slot (Fig. 4.5). The length L controls the
antenna resonances and is about a quarter of wavelength, while the
shape factor of the slots can be properly designed to achieve the re-
quired input inductive reactance to match the capacitive impedance
of the RFID microchip. A ground plane on the back short-circuited
to the upper patch favors smaller dimensions and decoupling from
the material the tag is attached on. A distributed chemical mate-
rial for vapors sensing can be deposited just inside the slots since
they host high value of electric field [14] and are the most sensitive
part of the antenna. In order to reduce the area of chemical de-
position and further increase the electric field over the apertures,
the H-slots are loaded by two rectangular conductive patches. In
this way each half glasses-like profile may be considered as a com-
bination of six slot-lines [52] whose characteristic impedances are
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4.2 Tags suitable to chemical sensing

affected by the dielectric properties of the chemical material spread
on top (Fig. 4.6). Since the vapor absorption is expected to produce
a change of the sensitive material’s dielectric properties, a variation
of both input impedance and gain of the antenna may be remotely
detected by the reader as sensing parameters.
Finally, the field distribution is not uniform inside the glasses-like
slots and hence the most sensitive areas, i.e the portions where the
field is maximum, are the central gap (hosting the RFID IC) and
the upper horizontal and inner vertical slots. The radiation pattern
of the antenna (Fig. 4.7) has a maximum directed towards the slot
of radiation of the upper edge.

Figure 4.5.: Layout of the H-slot tag sensor.

Figure 4.6.: Current (left) and aperture field (right) distribution
on the sensitive glasses-like slots computed by FDTD.

A first prototype of the polymer-doped tag (Fig. 4.8) has been de-
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Figure 4.7.: radiation pattern of the H-slot fed folded-patch.

signed and fabricated according to the guidelines described in [52]
(size listed in Tab. 4.1). The tag is matched to the G2iL NXP IC
with ZC = 25−j237Ω and power sensitivity Pchip = −18dBm [45].
The design procedure has been optimized for the unloaded tag, i.e.
without chemical material deposition on the glasses-like slots.
The communication performances of the unloaded tag have been
characterized for what concerns the realized gain Gτ (2.9) by means
of both simulations and measurements [53]. Simulations have been
performed by CST Microwave Studio, a Finite-Difference Time-
Domain (FDTD) tool [54], while the measurements have been car-
ried out by means of a UHF long-range reader based on the Thing-
Magic M5-e ASIC [55] whose output power can be controlled by
0.5dBm steps. The reader’s antenna was a 5dB linear polarized
patch, placed 50cm apart from the radio-sensor. Reflections from
ground and side walls were minimized by using absorbing panels.
Once known the reader gain GR, the reader-tag distance d, the
polarization factor ηp between the reader and the tag and the mea-
sured turn-on power P toin , e.g. the minimum input power required
by the reader’s unit to activate the remote microchip to send back
its code, the realized gain is estimated by eq. (2.9). Results are
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Figure 4.8.: RFID sensor prototype over a Teflon substrate 4mm
thick with a partial polymer filling (in black) on the sensing
glasses-like slots.

shown in Fig. 4.9. From (2.7) it is possible to determine the max-
imum read range, dmax = 8m, by considering 3.2W EIRP, which
is the highest emitted power from the reader allowed by European
regulations.
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Table 4.1.: Size in millimeters of the parameters in Fig. 4.8.

Parameter Value [mm]
a 18
b 10
e 2
p 14
L 48
Lp 58
lg 10
W 80
Wp 90

Figure 4.9.: Measured and Simulated realized gain along the an-
tenna axis (broadside observation) for the unloaded sensor tag in
Fig. 4.8.
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4.2.2. “Square smile” antenna
Smaller layouts are often needed in order to simplify the integra-
tion into small objects. Miniaturization generally produces a re-
markable degradation of the antenna bandwidth as well as of the
radiation efficiency. As a consequence this can negatively affect
the interoperability in different Countries and the stability of the
performances with respect to the specific placement.
Fig. 4.10a shows the shape of a miniaturized sensing tag antenna
which is a variant of the previous layout (Fig. 4.5). The layout

Figure 4.10.: Layout of the miniaturized wearable tag on 3
mm thick EPDM foam (external size: Lg=35mm, Wg=45mm,
h=3mm). a) Geometry and parameters b) Schematic path of
the electric currents over the top part of the tag.

is similar to a “square smile” and comprises a folded patch (the
“head”) to achieve a partial decoupling from the object/person it
is attached on, connected to the RFID microchip by a H-shaped slot
(the “glasses”) to balance the microchip impedance. The presence
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of the “whisker” slot (size n) and of the “mouth” (size c) permit to
extend the current path from the microchip terminals toward the
radiating edge (Fig. 4.10b). In this way the electrical length of the
antenna increases and hence the antenna’s resonance shifts toward
a lower frequency, producing miniaturization. As in the previous
case of H-slot antenna, thanks to presence of a high electric field,
the “glasses” but even the “whisker” and “mouth” may be used as
sensing slots to be doped by a distributed chemical material.
In order to provide an example of the tuning capability with re-
spect to parameters {n, c}, the antenna has been simulated by
FDTD considering a microchip impedance ZC = 13− j151Ω (Imp-
inj Monza 4 IC, power sensitivity: -18dBm [56]) and a 3mm-thick
substrate (Ethylene-Propylene-Diene Monomer EPDM foam) of di-
electric properties ε = 1.21, σ = 4 · 10−4S/m. By observing in
Fig. 4.11 the power transfer coefficient τ , it is worth noticing that
the variation of mouth and whisker produces only a shift of the op-
timum frequency, preserving the peak value which is instead mainly
controlled by the shape factor of the H-slot. In particular, changing
the size n of the whisker-like slots, a significant and coarse change of
the resonance frequency (12.5MHz/mm) is produced, while adjust-
ing the mouth’s length c, a finer tuning of the resonance is possible
(2.5 MHz/mm). Simulations demonstrated that the radiation gain
of the miniaturized antenna is almost insensitive to the change of
the whisker and mouth parameters and is comprised between -7dB
and -7.5dB at 868MHz.
The proposed layout therefore offers a two-steps tuning, which
makes it easy to re-adapt a same overall shape of the antenna to dif-
ferent frequencies and placement. It is indeed visible (Fig. 4.11b)
how the same antenna may be adapted for the European RFID
band (866-869MHz) or USA RFID band (902-928 MHz) by just
acting on the whiskers length. In practical applications, the length
of mouth and whisker can be easily modified by adding or removing
narrow strips of adhesive copper, as shown later on. The resulting
external size is about half than the H-slot antenna previously pre-
sented.
A 4.5cm x 3.5cm prototype of the miniaturized tag (Fig. 4.12) has
been first designed for application at the European RFID frequency
f=868MHz, and hence fabricated by using aluminum adhesive sheet
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Figure 4.11.: Parametric exploration of the simulated power
transmission coefficient for various lengths of a) the mouth pa-
rameter “c” and b) the whisker parameter “n” Size fixed in [mm]:
L=34; Lg=35; W=43; Wg=45; a=9; b=16; d=10; e=2; g=1;
h=3; i=15; ps=7, m=3. The frequency shift produced by 4mm
variation of c and n is respectively 10MHz and 50MHz.

carved by a computer-controlled cutter. The size of this kind of
antenna is suitable to integration into ID cards.
The communication performances of the tag have been experimen-
tally verified with respect to the realized gain Gτ = GT �τ measured
by means of the turn-on method as described above. In Fig. 4.13a
and b the measured and simulated data referred to the frontal direc-
tion (tag and reader antennas are aligned) are in good agreement,
especially at the reference European frequency 868MHz, where the
realized gain reaches -7dB. The estimated free-space read range,
calculated for a reader emitting a fixed power PEIRP = 3.2W , is
almost 4m in case of reader with circular polarization (χ = 0.5)
and above 5m in case of reader with linear polarization (χ = 1),
where χ represents the polarization efficiency.
In order to demonstrate the simple manual tunability of the tag,
the previous prototype has been modified with the purpose to move
the peak of the power transfer coefficient toward the US RFID
frequency f=910MHz. As suggested by Fig. 4.11, the whisker size
n has to be shortened by three millimeters (from 18 to 15mm) and
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Figure 4.12.: RFID miniaturized wearable aluminum prototype,
over a 3mm EPDM black foam having dimensions as reported in
Fig. 4.11 and mouth and whisker parameters c=29mm, n=18mm.
a) Top view of the prototype; b) prototype placed on high lossy
laboratory phantom. The arrow indicates the direction of real-
ized gain measurements.

this has been practically achieved by adding two aluminum strips
on the whiskers, as shown in Fig. 4.14.
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Figure 4.13.: a) Measured and simulated realized gain of the
miniaturized wearable tag in the frontal (broadside) direction.
b) Estimated maximum read range in the free-space in case of
reader with circular and linear polarization..

Figure 4.14.: a) Square smile” prototype with additional strips of
aluminum to shorten “n” from 18mm to 15mm. b) Measured
and simulated realized gain for the tag in the frontal (broadside)
direction with n equal to 18mm and 15mm.
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4.2.3. Doubly-folded patch antenna

As introduced in chapter 3 a possible approach to RFID sensing
engineering is to describe the complex interactions between sensi-
tive material, antenna and volatile compounds as simple lumped-
element circuits, that is possible when the loading sensitive mate-
rial is in a very localized displacement. A general purpose chemical
drop-loaded tag is here introduced, which, as will be shown in next
Chapters, can be used as highly sensitive chemical radio-sensors
and, at the same time, to easily estimate the electromagnetic UHF
parameters of the specific SM during gas exposure.

A) B)

Figure 4.15.: A) Layout and B) fabricated prototype of the minia-
turized sensor tag. The Sensitive Material (SM) will be deposited
inside a a× a niche along the radiating slot.

The considered tag employs a slot-line layout and a tuning mech-
anism able to shift the antenna response at each frequency of the
global UHF RFID band (865-928MHz). This feature can hence po-
tentially useful to modify the dynamic range of the sensor and its
sensitivity. The SM is assumed to be placed into a small ( λ

100×
λ

100 )
niche and modeled with a lumped element model as introduced in
sec. 3.1 to mathematically separate the effect of the SM from the
response of the un-loaded (blank) tag. The gas sensing application
and SM characterization will be illustrated experimentally in next
Chapters.
The antenna layout is composed of two co-planar patches of size
{W,Lp} < λ/4 forming an open-circuit non-resonant slot-line, as
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shown in Fig. 4.15. The RFID microchip is placed in the mid-
dle of the radiating slot. The opposite corners of the two patches
are connected to the ground plane by means of two thin vertical
stripes so that the current path is lengthened along the overall di-
agonal (Fig. 4.16A) with great benefit to antenna miniaturization.
The resonance frequency is hence mostly determined by the length√

(2Lp)2 +W 2 of the diagonal, the maximum gain is related to the
width W of the layout. A fine tuning of the operating frequency
is possible by acting on the size d of the shorting vertical stripes,
in order to produce a frequency shift of the tag’s resistance and
reactance.

A) B)

Figure 4.16.: A) Typical paths of electric current lines over the
top surface of the tag (size as in Tab.I) which are lengthened by
the two opposite adjustable shorting stripes. B) Absolute value
of the electrical aperture field along the slot line (x direction) in
absence of the niche.

Since W < λ/4, the open-circuit slot hosts a strong and slowly
variable aperture-field, as shown in Fig. 4.16B and hence it is the
most sensitive part of the antenna, suitable to contain the sensor
which will be deposited into a niche close to the microchip. The
radiation pattern (Fig. 4.18) is fully broadside in this case, making
the communication reader-tag more reliable with respect to pre-
vious antenna layouts, where the maximum gain was not in the
broadside direction.
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A) B)

Figure 4.17.: Parametric analysis of the power transmission coef-
ficient (A) and gain (B) of the unloaded tag, obtained by FDTD
simulations, for some widths d of the shorting stripes (Fig. 4.15),
having fixed the other sizes of the tag as in table Tab. 4.2.

All the electromagnetic simulations have been performed by FDTD
methods. Fig. 4.17A shows a parametric simulation of the power
transfer coefficient τ of the tag, considering a microchip transpon-
der NXP G2il IC [45]. The antenna is assumed to include a 3mm-
thick Forex slab as substrate with parameters ε = 1.55, σ = 6 ·
10−4S/m. The external size is 40mm×55mm, e.g. half the surface
of a credit card, corresponding to 0.12 · λ × 0.15 · λ at 868MHz;
detailed dimensions are listed in Tab. 4.2. Variations of the width
d of the shorting stripes produce a significant monotonic and lin-
ear frequency shift of the power transfer coefficient as large as 30
MHz/mm, with a slight but negligible change in the peak value.
The gain of the tag (Fig. 4.17B) is instead much less sensitive to
the change of d, so that the profile of the realized gain of the tag,
with respect to the control parameter, is mostly related to the fre-
quency shift of the power transfer coefficient.
The peak of the power transfer coefficient is quite stable (0.8 < τ <
0.9) for 6mm ≤ d ≤ 9mm and hence the antenna may be tuned to
European RFID band (866-869MHz) or USA band (902-928 MHz)
by just small geometrical changes. In practical applications, the
size of the stripes can be easily modified by adding or removing
narrow pieces of adhesive copper. A prototype of the miniaturized
sensor tag (Fig. 4.15B) has been fabricated with the same sizes as in
Tab. 4.1 by properly carving and wrapping an adhesive copper sheet
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Table 4.2.: Size in millimeters of the parameters in Fig. 4.15.

Parameter Value [mm]
L 55
Lp 27
W 40
g 1
a 3
d 7.5
g 1
h 3
la 4.5

on the Forex substrate. As in previous cases, the communication
performance of the unloaded tag has been characterized in terms of
realized gain. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 4.19 in
comparison with FDTD simulations. By considering 3.2W EIRP,
the maximum emitted power from the reader allowed by European
regulations and a circular polarized reader’s antenna (χ = 0.5), the
estimated free-space maximum read range (from (2.7)) is about 7m.
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Figure 4.18.: radiation pattern of the H-slot fed folded-patch.

Figure 4.19.: Measured and simulated realized gain along the an-
tenna’s broadside direction for the unloaded (“blank”) sensor tag
of Fig. 4.15.
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Temperature Sensing
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There are several environmental factors, affecting the quality and
state, of people, objects and environments. Among them, temper-
ature is considered as one of the most important environmental
parameters that can influence the performance or quality of several
items and products, as well as, in the medical context, it reveals
physiological and pathological situations for humans and environ-
ments. [57, 58]. The most common devices for temperature mon-
itoring are battery- and memory- operated sensors. These types
of sensors usually need external power supplies and hence can’t be
used to tag every product or object. In several daily, industrial,
environmental and healthcare-oriented applications there is a rec-
ognized need to move from a wired or powered thermal diagnostic
architecture to a wireless one, involving lightweight autonomous or
semi-autonomous sensors. The aim is to reduce the overall mass of
testing equipments, to gain freedom in sensors placement, to enable
last-minute implementations, to simplify the hardware interface, to
definitely speed-up the integration schedule and reduce the cost of
the sensors. Since passive sensors are targeted for their relatively
low cost and easier implementation RFID sensors [59] have received
the most attention. Some RFID microchips equipped with an inte-
grated temperature sensor and with a local Analog to Digital Con-
verter, are nowadays available to monitor temperature [25, 26] as
will be better detailed in the Appendix. However they require more
power to turn the IC on, due to their additional complex circuitry,
affecting the overall read range in the passive mode. Moreover,
these RFID sensors are still limited in their range of temperature
(−40◦C ÷ 64◦C) and are able to work only when supplied with a
continuous RF power or an external battery, to log the temperature
into the memory.
In this part, two different kind of analogical temperature sensor will
be introduced. The first one is a threshold sensor, exploiting a dis-
tributed load, i.e. a paraffin substrate, able to change its properties
over a certain temperature in a non-reversible way. The second one
is an instantaneous sensor based on a lumped thermistor-loaded
dipole. A first experimental analysis in comparison with models
presented in sec. 3.1 will be reported in this part.
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5. Threshold Temperature
RFID Sensor with
Distributed Load
The chapter describes a RFID passive sensor integrat-

ing paraffin wax as a distributed load and substrate ma-
terial in order to obtain a threshold heat sensor device.
Paraffin wax acts as a distributed material sensitive
to temperature variations, a thermal fuse irreversibly
changing the narrow band tag’s properties. The sensor
tag is able to detect, store and transmit data on the
thermal history of environments and objects.

An RFID “thermal switch” or fuse is based on a threshold physi-
cal phenomenon, such that a material changes its state when the
external temperature overcomes a given threshold, and the event
is permanently written into a physical memory. For instance the
thermal-controlled event could be the melting of a ice region (low-
temperature threshold) loading the tag’s antenna [20], or the geo-
metric changes of Shape Memory Alloys such as the Nitinol [22].
In these cases the temperature change induces an abrupt varia-
tion of the antenna response so that the microchip is activated or
not depending on the temperature violation of a predefined level.
These devices could have application to the assessment of food and
drugs integrity as well as to the detection of fire and over-heating
of domestic devices.
This chapter describes a new low cost and small analogue type of
passive UHF RFID threshold heat sensor. The device integrates
a paraffin wax, which serves as substrate layer of the antenna and
at the same time as distributed SM to sense the heat exposures.
In order to maximize the effects of this change, a sensitive nar-
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row band passive RFID tag based on a miniaturized folded dipole
antenna was designed and presented in sec. 4.1.1. Once the tag
is exposed to a certain temperature, known as the threshold tem-
perature value, the paraffin layer changes its physical and chemical
properties. These changes eventually affect the dielectric properties
of the substrate, with a distributed effect on the antenna’s proper-
ties as previously introduced in the part I of the Thesis. An irre-
versible shift in the tag’s operating frequency is remotely detected
by the reader after heating. The change on the tags performance,
incurred due to the changes in the permittivity of the substrate,
can be analyzed at any instance and does not require a continu-
ous RF power or any other external power source. Due to intrinsic
fragility of paraffin, in practical applications the sensing tag should
be carefully packaged with the product, to avoid any accidental
damage. However, in many applications the use of external force
can also damage the product inside the package. This will make
the tag unreadable, indicating that the quality of the product has
been lowered or been damaged.

5.1. The sensitive material: Paraffin wax
Paraffins are straight-chains or branched saturated organic com-
pounds [60]. They are a form of hydrocarbons. Composition of
organic compounds in a paraffinic hydrocarbon is CnH2n+2. The
state of paraffin can be determined with its average molecular
weight. Solid form of paraffin at room temperature, also referred as
paraffin wax, is considered to have a molecular weight from C20H42
to C40H82. Paraffin wax is mainly a mixture of paraffins and cyclo-
alkanes [60]. It is mostly found as white odorless, tasteless, waxy
solid, at the room temperature. In the electrical industry paraffin
waxes have been used mainly for insulation. Among their char-
acteristics are low dielectric loss, high resistivity values, flexibility,
ductility, and low thermal expansion coefficient. The paraffin waxes
can be classified based on their molecular weight, melting point and
the mixture of other additives such as the percent of oil content.
The melting point of paraffin wax varies approximately in the range
from 40°C to 80°C [46, 60]. Paraffin wax can acquire three different
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forms of crystal shapes, plate crystal, mal crystals, and needle crys-
tals. Temperature plays a major role in changing the characteristics
of paraffin wax such as density, dielectric constant, crystal shape,
and molecular structure. The increase in temperature expands the
volume of paraffin wax and decreases its density, depending on its
melting point with respect to the room temperature. The decrease
in density means fewer numbers of molecules per unit volume, caus-
ing less interaction with the electric fields and therefore, resulting
in a decrease in the dielectric constant value. According to [60],
some of the physical characteristics of paraffin wax are summarized
in Tab. 5.1.

Table 5.1.: Physical characteristics of paraffin [60]

According to the literature, the dielectric constant value of paraffin
wax can be between 2 to 2.6 at room temperature, depending on
the type of paraffin wax and its molecular weight.

5.2. The planar dipole over sensitive
substrate

The threshold sensor device (Fig. 5.1 left), described in detail in
sec. 4.1.1, is a miniaturized folded dipole antenna (overall dimen-
sions equal to 44mm×30mm×1mm) integrating a Paraplast type
of paraffin wax [48] as substrate and thermal fuse.
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Figure 5.1.: Fabricated prototype of the threshold sensor tag an-
tenna (left) and schematic representation of its side view (right).

Paraplast type of paraffin wax is used to make the substrate layer
by melting the waxy pellets of paraffin into a cake frame. Accord-
ing to the specification provided by the supplier, the solid Paraplast
paraffin wax is 99% pure with 1% of additives. The properties of
paraffin start changing at 36 - 40°C and the melting was observed
to start around 50°C – 56°C. The relative dielectric constant value
of Paraplast paraffin wax in this experiment was 2.1 ± 0.1 at room
temperature, as measured by the Agilent dielectric probe [61]. The
paraffin wax substrate was placed in a vacuumed plastic bag to
avoid spilling during heat measurements using a multilayer sub-
strate approach, as shown in (Fig. 5.1 right). Once exposed to heat,
the paraffin wax somehow retains the changes in its physical char-
acteristics even if it is brought back to its previous temperature,
unless it is reprocessed and formed. The change in the characteris-
tics of paraffin wax layer affects the whole substrate of the sensor
tag, resulting in a change in the total effective reflection coefficient
of the multilayer substrate[60].

5.2.1. Numerical analysis

The transfer of power between the complex source impedance (tag
antenna) and the complex load impedance (IC) is analyzed in sim-
ulation using the equation of the power reflection coefficient [62]

|Γ|2 =
∣∣∣∣ZC − Z∗AZC + ZA

∣∣∣∣ (5.1)
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To have an optimal power transfer and maximum read range, it is
desirable to have a lower value of the power reflection coefficient at
the operating frequency band. Fig. 5.2, shows the simulated power
reflection coefficient of the tag antenna, designed to operate at a
center frequency of 870MHz. As illustrated in the figure the tag
has a narrow bandwidth (≈ 10MHz), which gives an advantage of
sensing even a small change in the dielectric substrate.

Figure 5.2.: Simulated power reflection coefficient of the RFID
tag antenna.

The shift in the resonance frequency of the tag antenna, due to
possible change in the dielectric constant values of the paraffin wax
layer [46] during heating, can be seen in Fig. 5.3. The paraffin
wax used in the proposed antenna substrate is considered having
a dielectric constant change from around 2.2 to 1.8. The narrow
band tag antenna helps to maximize the effects of change in the
resonance frequency.
This type of sensor tag detects the exposure of various goods and
products to high temperatures by a detuning effect due to change
of the paraffin layer. The detuning affects the realized gain of the
antenna and accordingly the the required turn-on power to activate
the tag and the read range at the operating frequency as shown later
on.
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Figure 5.3.: Simulated power reflection coefficients of the sensing
tag due to various dielectric constant values of the paraffin wax
layer.

5.2.2. Prototype and experimentation

The heat sensor tag was measured in an EMC chamber with a cus-
tom made measurement setup environment (Fig. 5.4). The mea-
surement setup comprises a linearly polarized reader antenna con-
nected to the Tagformance measurement device [50] (with a mini-
mum power step resolution of 0.1dBm), absorbing panels, hot air
blower, and an RFID threshold sensor tag to be measured.
The RFID sensor tag is placed horizontally, facing upwards on top
of the Styrofoam boxes. The tag is placed 1m far apart from a
linearly polarized reader antenna, connected to the Tagformance.
The RFID tag was heated by a hot air blower, up to the melting
the paraffin wax layer. Due to the placement of the tag and the
use of a vacuum bag surrounding the paraffin wax substrate layer,
the shape of the paraffin substrate layer was kept almost the same.
The turn-on power measured before and after the heating of the
RFID sensor tag antenna is shown in Fig. 5.5.
It is clearly visible that the heating of the tag produces a frequency
shift on the minimum turn-on power shift of about 15-20MHz. Ac-
cording to the results, after heating the tag antenna, around 6 dBm
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Figure 5.4.: Measurement setup of the heat threshold sensor tag.

more are required to power up the IC on the desired frequency of
870MHz with respect to the initial condition. Due to the use of a
narrow band RFID tag antenna design, the read range at 870 MHz
has been reduced to more than half (from 7m to 2.5m).
Fig. 5.6 shows the measured threshold torn-on power at 870 MHz
with respect to the temperature change, during the heating and
cooling processes of the tag. Measurements were carried out in the
measurement environment as in Fig. 5.4.
The turn-on power increases with the rising of temperature, un-
til the paraffin wax is fully melted. After melting, the tag is left
to cool down slowly at room temperature. Slight increase in the
required transmitted power can be seen during the cooling and re-
solidification process of the paraffin wax layer. It is worth noticing
that once the tag is detuned, due to the melting of paraffin wax
layer, it cannot return to its original state, even if brought back to
ambient temperature and solid form.
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Figure 5.5.: Measured turn-on power at ‘-x direction’.

Figure 5.6.: Measured turn-on power with respect to temperature
at 870MHz, while heating and cooling of the tag, at ‘-x direction’.
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5.3. Experimentation on consumer products
To demonstrate the use of this type of heat sensing tag, some
measurements were made on typical consumer products and boxes.
Tagformance RFID measurement device was used to measure the
tag antenna in the anechoic chamber by Voyantic Ltd. (Fig. 5.7).
The chamber contains a rotating table on which the tag is placed,
50cm distant from a linearly polarized reader antenna connected
to the Tagformance measurement device, and absorbing panels on
each side.

Figure 5.7.: Voyantic Ltd. Anechoic chamber set-up.

The tag antenna was attached to the exterior of the packages as
shown in Fig. 5.8. The performance of the RFID heat sensor tag
were analyzed on two different types of packages. First the RFID
heat sensing tag is attached and measured on an empty white paper
box, and then a similar RFID tag is attached on top of a box
containing metallic cans of food items. As previously, the tag is
measured before and after heating. The temperature of the hot air
was around 50 – 60 °C.
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Figure 5.8.: Heat sensing tag on consumer products.

5.3.1. Measurement results

The change in the turn-on power of the sensor tag due to heat on
top of an empty paper box is shown in Fig. 5.9.
The frequency shift is equal to 25 MHz producing an increase of the
turn-on power at 865MHz, from 7 dBm to 16 dBm. The maximum
read range is accordingly reduced from almost 6 meters to less than
2.8 meters.
The turn-on power of the tag placed on top of a box of metallic cans
is instead shown in Fig. 5.10. The higher values of power required
to activate the tag with respect to the previous measurement is due
to the metallic background of the tag, which negatively affects the
communication performance of the dipole.
In this case the tag has a frequency shift of almost 30 MHz. Ac-
cordingly, the tag attached to the package of metallic cans cannot
be read by the measurement equipment on the desired frequency
of 865 MHz after heating. It can be observed that these types of
sensor tags are more affected due to heat when placed on top of a
package containing metallic cans, increasing the “on-off” effect of
the threshold sensor.
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Figure 5.9.: Measured turn-on power variation on an empty paper
box at +z axis.

Figure 5.10.: Measured turn-on power variation of sensor tag at-
tached to on a box of metallic cans at +z axis.
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5.3.2. Conclusions

A threshold temperature sensor tag has been described using a
multi-layer substrate. Paraffin wax acts as the distributed heat
sensitive layer of the substrate, which changes its dielectric proper-
ties when exposed to temperatures close to its melting point. The
exposure to heat causes the melting of paraffin and a frequency shift
of the turn-on power of the tag. These changes are irreversible even
if the tag is brought back to the same temperature. This type of
heat sensing tag can be useful in many applications including sup-
ply chain operations and transportations of various heat sensitive
drugs and food items. As the proposed sensor tag is low cost, it
can be placed on large variety of common packages to qualify and
display the quality status of the products.
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6. Instantaneous Temperature
RFID Sensor with Lumped
Load
The chapter describes a RFID passive sensor includ-

ing an external thermistor that modifies the electromag-
netic response of the tag’s antenna according to tem-
perature variations. The thermistor acts as a lumped
sensitive material reversibly and continuously changing
the tag’s properties.

Differently from the threshold sensor described in chapter 5, an in-
stantaneous sensor is able to continuously react to the change of
temperature. A first example of RFID passive instantaneous tem-
perature sensor was given in [23], where a (distilled) water region
incased close to the tag is used as distributed sensitive load.
This chapter shows a first attempt to evaluate the performance of a
newly developed continuous passive RFID sensor tag for medium-
high temperature monitoring (<200°C) [63]. The sensor includes a
standard low-cost RFID microchip, conventionally used in logistics,
plus an external thermistor connected to the tag’s antenna. When
the tag is exposed to time-variant temperature, the electromagnetic
response will change accordingly being detectable by the reader
from remote. The sensing information is hence transmitted by an
analog manner and the conversion to a meaningful temperature
data is achieved at the reader side by using calibration curves.
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6.1. Numerical analysis
The dynamic ranges and the sensitivities of a generic RFID tag
hosting a lumped thermistors in parallel to the IC are here evalu-
ated without any hypothesis on the tag layout. The lumped sensi-
tive material, i.e. the thermistor is assumed to have a completely
resistive behavior. Three COTS NTC thermistor, whose resistance
variations with temperature can be found in [64], have been con-
sidered for this analysis: 1kΩ, 5.6kΩ and 18kΩ measured in DC
at ambient temperature (i.e. 25°C). The realized gain, the power
transmission coefficient, the Analog Identifier, and the phase are
numerically calculated from equations 3.10, 3.12, 3.14 and 2.11 in
a range of temperature within 0°C and 150°C. Fig. 6.1 shows the
curves of Gτ [RSM ], τ [RSM ] AID[RSM ] and ϕ[RSM ] for the three
thermistors individually loading a generic antenna with a realistic
microchip impedance ZC = 16− j148 Ω (NXP G2xl [45]). The case
of perfect matching of the unloaded antenna impedance (ZA = Z∗C)
to the IC was considered at the fixed frequency f = 868MHz (Eu-
ropean RFID band). It is worth mentioning that the profile of the
sensitivity curve, and thus of the temperature resolution, may be
shaped as needed by using a proper thermistor resistance: in par-
ticular a better sensitivity to lower temperature can be achieved
by smaller-resistance thermistors, while for higher temperatures a
higher resistance is recommended, in order to avoid an excessive
degradation of the communication performance of the tag.
This preliminar analysis is useful to understand the achievable dy-
namic ranges and sensitivities of a thermistor-loaded temperature
sensor tag. However, in reality, the impedance values of COTS
thermistor are not available at radio-frequency, since they are char-
acterized only at DC. As shown below, the measured impedance of
a COTS thermistor at RF is greatly different with the one mea-
sured at DC, and a parasitic capacitance needs to be considered in
parallel to the thermistor resistance.
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Figure 6.1.: Realized gain (A), power transmission coefficient (B),
Analog Identifier (C), and phase (D) variations vs. temperature
of a generic tag antenna loaded by three lumped thermistors.

6.2. The thermistor-loaded sensor
The considered temperature sensor tag is a symmetric meander-
line antenna presented in sec. 4.1.2. The temperature sensing is
analogically performed by a COTS thermistor integrated into the
MLA layout. The thermistor’s declared resistance is 47KΩ at 25°C
at DC and may change up to two order of magnitudes according
to temperature variations. However its radio-frequency impedance
and dynamic response were completely unknown so that the lumped
element was preliminary evaluated by connecting the thermistor to
a SMA connector and using a VNA for impedance measurement
after calibration (set-up shown in Fig. 6.2). The equivalent RF
impedance of the thermistor at 870MHz was hence estimated as a
parallel connection between a resistance and a parasitic capacitance
Zth[T ] ≡ Rth[T ] ‖ Cth[T ], both dependent on the temperature T .
The equivalent resistance decreases from 2.2kΩ down to 200Ω as
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the temperature increases from 25°C to 160°C, while the parasitic
capacitance increases from 0.3 pF to 0.7 pF in the same condition.

Figure 6.2.: Set-up for the thermistor characterization at the fre-
quency of 870MHz

shows the simulated (by FEKO [65]) realized gain vs. frequency
for two different temperatures. On moving from the ambient tem-
perature to 160°C, a 5.5dB dynamic range of the antenna response
is predicted: it will be converted into temperature resolution as
explained in the experimental section.
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Figure 6.3.: Simulated realized gain of the MLA in Fig. 4.4 along
broadside direction for different conditions.

6.3. Laboratory experimentation
The temperature sensing capabilities of the tag have been checked
during heating in a controlled environment.
Measurements were carried out by means of the ThingMagic M5
reader [55], placed 50cm apart from the tag and emitting fixed
power (3.2W EIRP). The sensing performances of the RFID tag
have been analyzed dynamically when the temperature rapidly changes
from ambient conditions up to saturation (from 30°C to 105°C), us-
ing a 2000W heat gun to increase the temperature (Fig. 6.4). As
shown in Fig. 6.5, the backscattered power PBS [T ] of the tag is
able to follow the the change of temperature with a 5 dB dynamic
range. The RFID sensor revealed a slower response with respect to
the thermocouple, due to the thermal inertia of the selected ther-
mistor and the tag support. After cooling the sensor fully recovered
up to the initial level of backscattered power.
In order to test the reproducibility capabilities of the sensor, dur-
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Figure 6.4.: Set-up for the RFID temperature sensor measure-
ments.

ing a second experiment the tag has been exposed to cyclic heating
and recovery from 30°C to 200°C. The IC was covered by protec-
tive layers in order to avoid damages of its functionalities at high
temperatures.
The change of the response curves (Fig. 6.6) follows the exponential
temperature variations profiles with dynamic ranges of about 8dBs.
The sensor exhibits high reproducibility during different cycles and
full capability of recovery right after the end of heating, with less
than 0.5dB hysteresis.
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6.3 Laboratory experimentation

Figure 6.5.: Top) Thermocouple-measured variation of tempera-
ture from ambient conditions up to 105°C. Down) Backscattered
power response of the sensor tag at 868 MHz.
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Figure 6.6.: Top) Thermocouple-measured variation of tempera-
ture during five cycles of heating by a 2000W heath gun and
ambient cooling. Down) Backscattered power response of the
sensor tag at 868 MHz.
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6.4. Conclusions
Although real-scenario measurement and calibration curves should
be required to better assess the estimated results, the presented
thermistor loaded sensor shows that wireless sensing of tempera-
ture up to 200°C by battery-less RFID devices in the UHF band
can be feasible. The possible resolution of the continuous sensor
tag could approach 1°C by a proper design of the sensor and selec-
tion of an appropriate thermistor. Of course, further investigation
and experiments need to be put into practice in order to select
the most suitable thermistor for real applications and to optimize
the sensor reponse. Sensing parameters such as AID or phase are
recommended for future experimentations in order to mantain a
reasonable communication performance in terms of realized gain.
Moreover, a continuous improvement of the sensitivity of the chips
is expected in the next years (about 3dB every 2 years according
to a rather established trend), allowing in principle a wider power
margin useful to improve the temperature resolution of the tag and
even more reliable read ranges.
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Part III.

Volatile Compounds
Sensing
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Fast and reliable detection of volatile compounds in the air is a key
issue in many daily and industrial applications. People wellness in
living and medical environments may benefit of a continuous and re-
liable monitoring of critical parameters such as the presence/level of
several gases. Conventional monitoring methods involve wired sen-
sors or even wireless devices generally provided with a local power
source that fixes the sensors lifetime before battery replacement or
recharge [66, 67, 68]. However, only battery-less, and hence sim-
pler devices can ensure a true pervasive distribution, due to their
reduced cost and to the theoretically infinite life. The sensing func-
tion may be in principle played by the RFID antenna itself that it
is coated by a layer of a chemically sensitive material whose di-
electric properties are influenced by the adsorption of a volatile
compound [14]. However, most of the chemical sensitive materials
are mostly characterized only in DC [69], and hence the design of
these class of sensors suffers from the lack of information about the
SM’s electromagnetic parameters in the UHF RFID band.
Among the different environmental parameters, the observation of
humidity is of primarily interest in the assessment of the air quality
in living and controlled rooms, in the monitoring of the conserva-
tion state of foods, in the preservation of walls, exhibition spaces,
historical buildings, libraries and archival collections. Additionally,
humidity is critical in many biomedical applications concerning the
healing degree of wounds [70] and the storage and delivery of phar-
maceutical and biological products.
Some early experiments of how integrating humidity sensors into
UHF RFID tags were recently presented in [16, 15, 18, 71]. These
papers demonstrated that the RFID response may be affected by an
external chemical receptor reacting to the water absorption. Never-
theless, important issues, concerning the full characterization of the
tag as a sensor, are still in question. Several of these topics will be
explored in next three Chapters, such as the effects of the sensitive
material amount on the tag, the recovery capabilities in cyclic expo-
sure, the hysteresis, the robustness, the reproducibility, techniques
to characterize at RF and minimize the amount of the SM needed
while maximizing sensitivity and communication performance, and
not last the control over the response of the radio-sensor and the
cross-sensitivity to multiple physical parameters.
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7. Characterization and
Effects of Chemical
Sensitive Loadings
In this Chapter a new family of polymer-doped tags

is proposed in order to characterize the effects of chemi-
cal loadings when exposed to ambient humidity or other
gas. A sensitive chemical species based on PEDOT:PSS
is used to load two different folded-like patch tags. The
communication and sensing capabilities of the radio-
sensors are investigated by means of experimental anal-
ysis during humidity exposures that show how to control
and balance above opposite requirements by a proper
deposition of the sensitive material.
A key-issue of the wireless gas sensing by RFIDs is the
capability to select and characterize chemical sensitive
materials when exposed to different gases. An open-
circuit shielded slotline layout is proposed as a tool to
estimate the electromagnetic equivalent parameters of
the SM during the gas exposure.

This chapter explores the possibility to integrate different chemical
paints into passive UHF tags with full attention to both commu-
nication and sensing issues and their mutual relationships. Among
the different polymers showing sensitivity to four selected gases
(ethanol, octane, ammonia and humidity), poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
:poly (styrenesulfonic acid) PEDOT:PSS [72] was selected for fur-
ther experimentations. Such a conducting polymer shows signif-
icant and reversible modification in its electrical properties when
exposed to changing humidity. It can be easily manufactured on
industrial scale using various deposition techniques [73]. For sens-
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ing purposes, it is often deposited into interdigital capacitors and,
if characterized in DC, it shows monotonic exponential variation
of resistance when exposed to humidity [74]. However, only little
knowledge is currently available about the radiofrequency features
of the PEDOT:PSS as a sensing material, even without integration
with antennas.
In this chapter, the sensor tags presented in sec. 4.2.1 and in sec. 4.2.3
suitable to host a distributed and a lumped load of chemical coat-
ings, respectively, are utilized for detailing the sensitive material
effects during sensing of humidity. The achievable sensitivity and
the communication performance of the sensor-tag are characterized
depending on the amount of deposited polymer on the “H-slot fed
folded-patch” (sec. 4.2.1). Starting from the lumped electric model
proposed in sec. 3.1, this Chapter further investigates that idea by
exploiting a miniaturized doubly-folded patch antenna hosting one
drop of chemical material (sec. 4.2.3), which can be useful to easily
estimate the electromagnetic UHF parameters of the specific SM
during gas exposure.
The described devices could have interesting applications in the as-
sessment of the air quality within living and controlled rooms, in
the monitoring of the conservation state of foods, in the preserva-
tion of walls, and even in the medical field, e.g. to monitor the
healing degree of wounds.

7.1. Materials and Methods
The first step of this analysis consisted in selecting chemical sensi-
tive coatings able to respond to gas exposures in the UHF RFID
band, since there is no information in literature on their electrical
properties at RF.

7.1.1. Volatile compounds

The selected volatile compounds were ethanol (alcohol), octane (hy-
drocarbons), ammonia (weak bases) and water. This choice is based
on the broad chemical properties of the compounds and their pres-
ence in several common environments.
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7.1.2. Sensitive coatings

The set of preliminary selected coatings is listed in Tab. 7.1: four
polymers (Pedot:PSS, polypyrrole, PDAC and doped PSS), two
polypyrrolic macrocycles (a phthalocyanine and a metalloporphyrin),
two carbon based materials (SWCNT and carbon black) and a hy-
brid organic (porphyrin coated Zinc oxide nanorods). Some of these
materials, such as the organic polymers, are commercially available
and already exploited for their electrical properties as DC sensors.
The rest of proposed coatings have been previously used in DC
but coupled with different transducers [75], [76]. The large part of
the investigated sensitive materials are not selective, they rather
can interact with a wide range of compounds from Lewis acid-base,
hydrogen bonds (acid and basic), dipolar, π − π interactions, and
induced dipole. All of them, even with different intensities, are
used to bind ethanol, ammonia and water, while the latter is the
only interaction available for the detection of octane. This cross-
selectivity has been exploited in the past for the development of
sensor arrays.
The toxicity of previous materials is a topic of interest in order to
preserve the human health while handling this kind of chemical sen-
sors. Pedot:PSS, Phthalocyanine, Polypyrrole, PDAC and Doped
PSS are completely biocompatible and not harmful. Some of them
are even used in cosmetics. ZnO Nanorods and MnTPPS are con-
sidered non-harmful unless inhaled in high volumes. Carbon black
have traditionally been used therapeutically, without obvious ad-
verse effect. Studies of workers exposed to carbon blacks revealed
respiratory symptoms or irritation including impaired lung func-
tion arising from deposition of dust in the lungs. However, surveys
of carbon black workers have not permitted any firm conclusions
on carcinogenicity to be drawn. The toxicity of carbon nanotubes
has been an important question in nanotechnology. The data are
still fragmentary and subject to criticism. Preliminary results high-
light the difficulties in evaluating the toxicity of this heterogeneous
material. Parameters such as structure, size distribution, surface
area, surface chemistry, surface charge, and agglomeration state as
well as purity of the samples, have considerable impact on the re-
activity of carbon nanotubes. However, available data clearly show
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Table 7.1.: Sensitive coatings used for the RFID sensors.

Sensor
no.

Sensitive coatings

1 Pedot:PSS poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
poly(styrenesulfonate)

2 SWCNT Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes

3 Carbon
black

4 Phthalocyanine

5 Polypyrrole

6 ZnO
Nanorods

Monocarboxytetraphenylporphyrin
functionalized ZnO nanorods

7 MnTPPS Manganese-Tetra-
(sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin

8 PDAC poly diallyldimethylammonium
chloride

9 Doped PSS Doped poly(styrenesulfonate)

that, under some conditions, nanotubes can cross membrane bar-
riers, which suggests that, if raw materials reach the organs, they
can induce harmful effects such as inflammatory and fibrotic re-
actions [77]. Therefore, common safety precautions for chemicals
have been considered during the fabrication of the chemical doped
sensors.
The RFID wireless transducer (Fig. 7.1) is the basic device pre-
viously described in sec. 4.2.3. It comprises a planar tag antenna
folded on a rigid substrate and an RFID microchip transponder
and, as it will be shown later on, it can be used for both gas sens-
ing and characterization of the sensitive materials. Several proto-
types of the miniaturized sensor tag were manufactured by properly
wrapping an adhesive carved copper sheet on the Forex substrates.
Each coating listed in Tab. 7.1 was carefully poured on top of the
sensing niche of nine different tags, using a fine droplet.
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7.1.3. Measurement metrics and procedures

The UHF long-range reader ThingMagic M5 [55] was used to in-
terrogate the tags during dynamic exposures to gases providing a
0.5dBm resolution in the turn-on power measurements within the
840-960MHz band. Tag sensors were placed inside a custom ex-
posure cell where vapors are flown in and out (Fig. 7.1). The cell
is a 13cm × 10cm × 2cm box made by Polyoxymethylene (POM
), a thermoplastic polymer whose features of high resistance, good
dielectric properties and impermeability allow reducing the analyte
adsorption on the internal surfaces and avoid the electromagnetic
interference with the tag antenna placed inside the cell. Two mass
flow controllers and a remote controller connected to a PC have
been used to split dry air flux into a carrier and a diluting part;
the carrier is bubbled through the volatile compound of interest
and afterwards mixed with the diluting part to achieve the desired
concentration level injected in the measurement cell. During the
exposures to gases the sensor tag is placed inside the measurement
cell 45cm away from a 5dB linear polarized patch that serves as
reader antenna (Fig. 7.2) and the room temperature has been kept
constant at 22°C in order to consider only the signal variations due
to vapor concentration changes. Reflections from ground and from
side walls are minimized by means of absorbing panels. All the
volatile compounds are finally disposed off by means of specialized
chemical fume extractors.
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Figure 7.1.: Picture of the open airtight measurement cell made
of POM containing the doubly-folded chemical doped patch an-
tenna. The plastic cell’s electromagnetic effect is negligible, due
its thickness and low permittivity.

Figure 7.2.: Sketch of the experimental set-up involving a con-
trolled gas delivery system.
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7.2. Preliminary Selection of Coatings for
UHF sensing

A first characterization of each sensor coated with the sensitive
materials listed in Tab. 7.1 was carried out by exposing the coated
tags to a saturated concentration of the four test vapors in order
to select the most responsive ones. The measurement protocol con-
sists to flow dry air through the system for 1 hour to establish a
system baseline, then to flow a selected gas at its saturated con-
centration for 30 minutes (exposure time) and subsequently to flow
dry air to clean the sensor surfaces for 1 hour and 30 minutes (re-
covery time). In this way the reliability of the sensor was quantified
for each coating. Fig. 7.3 shows a typical profile of the measured
normalized turn-on power (case of Pedot:PSS coated tag) during
humidity exposure with indication of the achieved dynamic range.
The maximum variations of the turn-on power in each performed
measurement are summarized in Tab. 7.2. In all cases, polypir-
role and porphyrins coated ZnO nanorods gave negligible responses
(< 1dB), practically masked by the resolution of the reader; hence
they are not suited to radiofrequency sensors of the considered
gases. Pedot:PSS, SWCNT, PDAC and doped PSS, exhibited the
most substantial changes of turn-on power response to at least a
subset of the four gases under test.
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Figure 7.3.: Example of measured time evolution of the turn-on
power normalized to its baseline value. The sensor is function-
alized with Pedot:PSS and monitored during 1 hour of dry air
to achieve the baseline value, 30 minutes exposure to saturated
water vapor and 1 hour and 30 minutes recovery in dry air. The
0.5 dBm minimum step of the data distribution is due to the
resolution of the reader.
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Table 7.2.: ∆Turn-on Power values

H.R. = High Response; M.R. = Medium Response; L.R. = Low
Response.
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7.3. Effects of Sensitive Material Amount
After showing the different selectivity and response of several sen-
sitive coatings, the effects of the sensitive material amount amount
were characterized with the tag antenna described in sec. 4.2.1 and
represented in Fig. 7.5 left. This layout is a distributed SM-loaded
tag hosting a chemical coating deposition within the H-slot. Since
there is no decoupling from the operative and structural point of
view between antenna and sensor, the proposed device has to be
characterized and optimized from both perspectives. In particular,
the sensing capabilities in this case are paid in terms of a wors-
ening of the tag’s realized gain (and hence of the read distance)
along with the humidity exposure. It is hence important to bal-
ance two opposite requirements, e.g. to pursue a useful sensitivity
at the minimum degradation of the communication. The amount
of deposited polymer is expected to be an effective parameter to
tune the communication/sensing performances as demonstrated in
the following experiments.

7.3.1. Pedot:PSS

Among the sensitive coatings in Tab. 7.1, Pedot:PSS was selected
for further characterization during humidity exposures. The con-
ductive polymer is available commercially as Clevios PH 500, a
homogenized water based dispersion [78] generally used for con-
ductive coatings with a PEDOT to PSS ratio of 1:2.5 (Fig. 7.4).
Like other polymers containing sulfonic acid groups, PEDOT:PSS
is strongly hygroscopic and takes up moisture when handled under
ambient conditions. At room temperature, it naturally solidifies so
producing a thin film of about 35µm thickness. Since Pedot:PSS is
a lossy material, the absorption of electromagnetic energy is higher
than in air. The polymeric film is able to almost instantaneously
absorb water from the environment which is incorporated into the
films. Consequently water produces an increase of the layer thick-
ness, especially remarkable for films with high PSS content up to
30% (as in the considered case).
PEDOT:PSS is well known within the antenna and RF commu-
nity since, thanks to its characteristics, it has been recently used as
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Figure 7.4.: Poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly (styrenesul-
fonic acid) PEDOT:PSS chemical formula.

conductive material for printed antennas applications [79]. Optical
translucency of PEDOT:PSS allows to hide an antenna or make the
antenna virtually invisible [80, 81] when mounted on a transparent
substrate, such as the screen of a laptop or PDA, while the duc-
tility permits to attach the polymer on flexible fabrics and plastic
substrates.

7.3.2. Communication performance vs. Pedot:PSS
amount

The communication performances of the doped tag have been eval-
uated at ambient humidity in terms of realized gain Gτ versus the
amount of polymer deposition inside the glasses-like slots accord-
ing to the layouts in Fig. 7.5 right. From the measured profiles in
Fig. 7.6, it is worth observing that there would be only a negligible
degradation in communications on moving from the blank tag to
the deposition F obtained with a single polymer drop just behind
the microchip. For the other cases, it is instead apparent that,
by filling the central slot and the two upper horizontal slots (as
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suggested by Fig. 4.6), the peak of the realized gain sensibly shifts
and attenuates of about 8dB. Accordingly, the activation distance
would be reduced from 8m to 3.5m.

Figure 7.5.: Left) RFID sensor prototype with a partial polymer
filling (in black) on the sensing glasses-like slots. Right) Some
layouts of polymer deposition inside the glasses-like slots. The
first geometry (A) corresponds to a complete loading of the slot,
the last one (G) to an unloaded (blank) tag.
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Figure 7.6.: Measured realized gain along the antenna axis
(broadside observation) for different polymer depositions as in
Fig. 7.5.

7.3.3. Sensing performances vs. Pedot:PSS amount.

The sensing performances of the RFID tag have been analyzed dy-
namically when the humidity inside the box of Fig. 7.7 gradually
changes from ambient conditions up to saturation, for the most
representative polymer deposition layouts (cases A, D and F in
Fig. 7.5). The saturation has been gradually obtained by placing
the tag inside a closed plastic chamber partially filled with water
(Fig. 7.7). When the chamber is closed, the relative humidity ap-
proaches RH=100% (wet air), while in case the cover is removed,
the humidity is that of the ambient air (RH =50%). The measure-
ments have been performed at room temperature of 24°C, to be
considered stable all along the process.
The considered sensing metrics are the turn-on power P into [RH] and
the normalized backscattered power pBS [RH] as defined in sec. 2.2.
The backscattered power is deduced from the RSSI (Received Signal
Strength Indicator), provided by the reader, and then transformed
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Figure 7.7.: Measurement set-up: the sensor tag is placed into a
sealed plastic chamber partially filled with water at a distance
d=50cm away from the reader’s antenna. The plastic chamber,
thanks to its low permittivity, does not significantly affect the
response of the tag.

through the following conversion rule (specific for the used reader)

PBS = 0.8RSSI + 24−GLNA − 96− 0.8RSSIth (7.1)

The sensors were not conditioned prior to operation. Fig. 7.8 shows
the measured variation of the turn-on power P toin [RH] with respect
to the increase of humidity at the frequencies where, case by case,
the turn-on power is minimum. To improve the readability, a mean-
square interpolation is superimposed to the stair-step distribution
of the measurement data caused by the coarse output power reso-
lution (0.5dBm) of the UHF ThingMagic m5 reader [55].
All the measured tags detect the variation of the humidity accord-
ing to an exponential profile so that the turn-on power increases of
about 3.5dB to 6dB depending on the specific PEDOT:PSS depo-
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Figure 7.8.: Top) Measured variation of humidity inside the plas-
tic box. The RH level variation with time has been monitored
by means of a digital hygrometer placed inside the box. Bottom)
Measured turn-on power normalized with respect to its initial
value, e.g at ambient RH, for three different polymer depositions
into the H-slot. Data (discontinuous dots) have been fitted by a
mean square interpolation.

sition. The wider is the area covered by the polymer, the greater
is the water absorption and thus the dynamic range of the sensor.
It is moreover worth noticing that during the very early grade of
the exposure, e.g. for 50%<RH<75% (t < 10min), the responses
of layout A (full deposition) and layout D (H-like deposition) are
indistinguishable while the overall saturation threshold is instead
2dB higher for the case A. Finally, even the single-drop layout F of-
fers the possibility to track the humidity change with an interesting
overall 3.5dB dynamic range.
As for conventional sensors, also in this case it is possible to deter-
mine the calibration curves (see sec. 2.3). Fig. 7.9 shows the normal-
ized values of turn-on and backscattered power with respect to the
initial condition. The profiles appear almost linear, especially at
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low humidity grades and so it is possible to extract the sensitivity
of the devices, e.g the slope of the linearized curves, as the power
difference generated by 1% change in the RH level, (eq.2.16 where
ξ = {P toin , pBS}). The values for the three depositions of Fig. 7.9
are listed in Tab. 7.3. In the lower part of the dynamic ranges,
the backscattered power metric appears more sensitive to humidity
variations than the turn-on power indicator, while no remarkable
difference may be observed close to the saturation. It is finally
worth noticing that the deposition layout corresponding to a single
polymer drop (case F) has a nearly halved sensitivity with respect
to the full-deposition tag A. However, at least for low humidity
grades, its sensitivity is fully comparable with the one achieved
in [16, 15], further demonstrating the possibility of reducing the
amount of sensor deposition without affecting the performance of
the described tag.

Table 7.3.: Sensitivities [dB/RH] of measured turn-on and
backscatter power.

RHlow−RHhigh Case
A

Case
D

Case
F

SP to
in

50%− 80% 0.13 0.12 0.08
80%− 100% 0.1 0.05 0.05

SpBS

50%− 80% 0.18 0.2 0.12
80%− 100% 0.13 0.05 0.05
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Figure 7.9.: Calibration Curves of the humidity RFID sensor in
Fig. 7.5 left for different amount of polymer deposition. Top)
Turn-on power; Bottom) Backscattered power.
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7.4. Sensitive Material Characterization
In order to obtain the Pedot:PSS electrical properties at UHF
a general-purpose procedure was implemented using the doubly-
folded patch tag (Fig. 7.1), whose layout has been presented in
sec. 4.2.3. The SM is assumed to be placed into the small ( λ

100×
λ

100 )
niche and modeled with a lumped element model in parallel to the
NXP G2il IC [45]. The circuit model is shown in Fig. 7.10. Pe-
dot:PSS characterization is illustrated numerically and experimen-
tally as follows.

Figure 7.10.: Slotline’s equivalent circuit model with the SM
equivalent admittance YSM [Ψ] in parallel to the input admit-
tance of the unloaded antenna YA.

7.4.1. Experimental Procedure

The tag’s capability to be used in the electromagnetic characteri-
zation of SMs is discussed and demonstrated by exposing the tag
to humidity variations. The measured realized gain of the chemi-
cal loaded tag for two different grades of relative humidity (RH),
e.g. ambient level (RH=40%) and saturation (RH=100%), are com-
pared with that of the “blank” tag. Variation of relative humidity
levels in parallel by a digital hygrometer placed within the chamber,
at the purpose to provide a reference dataset. The presence of the
polymer induces a significant frequency shift of the tags’ response
towards higher frequencies with respect to the blank configuration
and such a shift is proportional to the grade of humidity. The peak
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value of the gain of the loaded tag at humidity saturation (100%)
overcomes the frequency limit of the reader (960MHz) and therefore
it cannot be appreciated by the measurement.

Figure 7.11.: Measured realized gain in the broadside direction
for the chemical-loaded and “blank” tags. Measurements have
been performed within the range of frequencies allowed by the
reader (840MHz-960MHz).

In order to evaluate the effects of the SM in the whole considered
range of humidity (40% to 100%), the loaded tag has been manually
re-tuned to keep the operative frequency of the tag around 900MHz.
Starting from the tuning chart in Fig. 4.17, the requested 35MHz
shift towards lower frequencies in condition of ambient humidity has
been practically achieved by reducing the length d of the shorting
strip lines from 7.5mm to 6.5mm. The new measured realized gains
of the retuned chemical-loaded tag for different levels of humidity
can be now fully appreciated by the reader (in Fig. 7.12), and the
system is now ready to estimate the equivalent SM parameters.
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Figure 7.12.: Measured realized gains of the re-tuned (d =
6.5mm) “blank” and chemical-doped tags in the broadside di-
rection for different levels of humidity.

The assumed equivalent admittance of the Pedot:PSS is hence a
parallel connection of a resistance and a capacitance{RSM [RHn], CSM [RHn]}
as in (3.1) whose values at discrete humidity grades {RHn} are here
identified with the following procedure involving the lumped model
of Fig. 7.10 and eq. (3.12).
i) The realized gain Gmeasτ,fi

[RHn] of the loaded tag is measured at
some frequencies {fi}, in several different humidity concentration,
starting from ambient air (RH = 40%) up to fully wet air (RH =
100%), as previously shown in Fig. 7.12;
ii) the input impedance (ZA = 1

YA
) and the gain (G0) of the un-

loaded tag are obtained by FDTD simulations;
iii) the lumped model Gmodτ,fi

(RSM [RHn], CSM [RHn]) in (3.12) is
finally inverted to identify the unknown parameters of the SM by
minimizing, at every considered humidity concentration RHn, the
following error function:

∆tot[RHn] =
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3∑
i=1

∣∣∣Gmeasτ,fi
[RHn]−Gmodτ,fi

(RSM [RHn], CSM [RHn])
∣∣∣2∣∣∣Gmeasτ,fi

[RHn]
∣∣∣2 (7.2)

with fi = {fGmax,RHn, fGmax,RHn ± 10MHz}, where fGmax,RHn
refers to the frequency corresponding to the peak of the measured
realized gain of the loaded sensor at the considered humidity level
RHn.
An example of parameter identification of the PEDOT:PSS resis-
tance RSM [RHn] and capacitance CSM [RHn] is shown in Fig. 7.13,
where the error isolines ∆tot obtained from (7.2) are referred to the
humidity RH=56%.

Figure 7.13.: Isolines of the global error ∆tot[RH = 56%] for the
parametric identification of the equivalent resistance RSM and
capacitance CSM of the PEDOT:PSS drop corresponding to the
humidity RH=56%. The gray circle indicates the couplet (RSM ,
CSM ) minimizing the error in (7.2).

The estimated values of CSM [RHn] and RSM [RHn] as a function of
the humidity grade from 40% to 100% are summarized in Fig. 7.14.
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The obtained samples for both resistance and capacitance have
been fitted by a mean-square interpolation, using a second order
polynomial

[
RSM [RH]
CSM [RH]

]
'

2∑
k=0

[
aR,k
aC,k

]
RHk (7.3)

with {aR,k}k=0..2 = {17, −0.32, −1.7 · 10−4}, and {aC,k}k=0..2 =
{−0.31, 0.02, −1 · 10−4}. It is clearly visible how the optimized
resistance of Pedot:PSS decreases with a greater water absorption
due to power loss, while the capacitance of the polymer increases
because of its higher permittivity. Both the values tend to saturate
close to RH=100%.

Figure 7.14.: Estimated values (circles) of the capacitance CSM
and resistance RSM of Pedot:PSS for different levels of humidity
between 40% and 100%. The data have been fitted by a second-
order mean square interpolation (continuous lines).

For a cross-check, Fig. 7.15 compares the measured and calculated
realized gains at two humidity levels RH={40%, 71%} showing a
satisfactory agreement nearby the peaks of the tags responses.
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Figure 7.15.: Measured and estimated realized gain for two dif-
ferent RH levels along the antenna axis (broadside observation)
by using the identified values of capacitance CSM and resistance
RSM of the Pedot:PSS load.

7.5. Conclusions
This chapter described the characterization process of a sensitive
coating suited to be integrated into an UHF RFID transducer. Pe-
dot:PSS, Doped PSS, SWCNT and PDAC revealed significantly
sensitive, at different extent, to the tested volatile compounds: wa-
ter, ethanol, ammonia and octane.
The complete integration of PEDOT:PSS as a distributed or lumped
chemical load into RFID tags has been reported in this chapter,
aiming to test the effects of the polymer amount on the commu-
nication and sensing performance for humidity detection. It was
demonstrated that the sensitivity and dynamic range can be con-
trolled by the amount and the displacement of polymer into the
sensing slots of a distributed loaded sensor.
The equivalent lumped-element model of the chemical loading in
parallel to the IC (chapter 3) can be used to characterize the elec-
trical properties of the SM at UHF frequencies. Thanks to the
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presence of the ground plane, which decouples the two presented
antennas from their location, this kind of tags are moreover suitable
to harsh environments and body-centric applications.
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8. Design and
Experimentation of RFID
Gas Sensors through
Amplitude or Phase
Control
A key-issue of the wireless gas sensing by RFIDs is the

capability to control the sensor’s response while mini-
mizing the amount of chemical sensitive material re-
quired to dope the tag antenna. Previously proposed
circuit models (chapter 3) modelling a general purpose
RFID transducer hosting lumped sensitive elements (sec. 4.2.3)
can be applied to investigate, fully characterize and
master the communication and sensing capabilities of
RFID loaded sensors. Numerical analysis and exper-
imentation are performed in order to balance the two
above opposite requirements by studying signal amplitude-
and phase- oriented measurements for the detection of
humidity.

As earlier demonstrated, a possible approach to RFID sensing en-
gineering is to describe the complex interactions between SM, an-
tenna and volatile compounds as simple lumped-element circuits,
that is possible when the loading SM is a very localized displace-
ment. Starting from the lumped electric model proposed in sec. 3.1,
this Chapter further investigates that idea by exploiting the doubly-
folded drop-loaded tag, which can be useful to support the design
of an effective and highly sensitive chemical radio-sensor. The con-
sidered tag employs a slot-line layout and a tuning mechanism (see
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sec. 4.2.3) able to shift the antenna response at each frequency of
the global UHF RFID band (865-928MHz). This feature is hence
potentially useful to modify the dynamic range of the sensor and
its sensitivity, as detailed below.
Signal amplitude-oriented sensing is numerically studied and exper-
imented in order to define the sensitivity, the recovery capability
and the hysteresis during cyclic exposures to humidity. the Analog
Identifier (AID) is used as a set-up invariant sensing parameter.
Nowadays many RFID readers are capable to provide power in-
formation in a fully coherent way and extract the phase of the
demodulated signals backscattered by the tag. Early experiments
with phase detection were only focused to spatial tracking of peo-
ple and objects [35]. For the first time, phase of the backscattered
signal is here exploited as an additional chemical sensing carrier.
The following tests performed on the proposed sensor allow the
validation of the models proposed in chapter 3, the evaluation of
the robustness of the phase-measurement to the mutual reader-
tag position and the quantification of the achievable resolution,
for several dynamic ranges, for both signal amplitude- and phase-
oriented RFID measurements.
An RFID sensor-tag will be finally experimented in a real world
application.

8.1. Signal Amplitude Design Example
Having estimated in sec. 7.4.1 the PEDOT:PSS equivalent lumped
parameters {RSM , CSM}, the model of eq. (3.12) is now applied to
optimize the response of the radio-sensor (sec. 4.2.3). The sensitiv-
ity of the PEDOT:PSS lumped-loaded tag to humidity, at the RFID
European frequency f=868MHz, is increased by properly modifying
the geometrical parameter d of the tag (Fig. 4.15). The equivalent
admittance YSM [RH] of Pedot:PSS is estimated by (7.3), while the
input impedance YA[d] and the gain G0[d] of the unloaded tag are
obtained by FDTD simulations. By representing (Fig. 8.1) the pre-
dicted realized gain Ĝτ [d,RH] of the Pedot:PSS-loaded tag with
respect to increasing humidity concentrations, it is clearly evident
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that the slope of the curves (corresponding to the device’s sensitiv-
ity) and their absolute value may be tuned by adjusting the size d
of the shorting stripes. In particular, the choice d=8.5mm permits
to achieve the best compromise between the absolute value of real-
ized gain all along the RH variation (affecting the read range), the
sensitivity to RH, the dynamic range and finally the monotonicity
of the RH ↔ Ĝτ profile. In this case, the gain degradation fac-
tor defined in (3.8) is α[RH = 40%..100%] = 3.5dB (Fig. 8.2) and
therefore the span of dynamic range of the tag response in Fig. 8.1
is mostly imposed by the impedance mismatch, e.g. by the change
of τ .

Figure 8.1.: Estimated values of the sensor tag’s realized gains
Ĝτ [d,RH] at 868MHz according to the model in (3.12).

The performance of the retuned sensor (d = 8.5mm) are finally
characterized by measuring the turn-on power P into [RH], the backscat-
tered power PBS [RH] and the Analog Identifier AID, at fixed
frequency f=868MHz during dynamic exposures to humidity and
subsequent recovery in order to evaluate the real achievable dy-
namic ranges, sensitivities and hysteresis. Fig. 8.3 shows the mea-
sured normalized variation of the sensing indicators for a single 1.5-
hour cycle of exposure/recovery. Measured data are interpolated
by mean-square.
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Figure 8.2.: Estimated values of the gain degradation factor (eq.
3.8) at 868 MHz caused by the chemical loading.

The change of the response curves follows the exponential humid-
ity profile with dynamic ranges for turn-on power, backscattered
power and AID of 17dB, 23dB and 9dB, respectively. These val-
ues are higher than those predicted by the model as the parameter
identification of YSM is less accurate for frequencies far from the
gain’s peaks, as visible in Fig. 8.1. The recovery process down to
the ambient humidity (RH=40%), right after the end of humidity
exposure, takes around 30min, even if just 20min are enough for
the sensor to recover almost completely. The hysteresis is less than
1dB. Finally, Fig. 8.4 shows the Calibration Curves. The profiles
appear almost linear for the backscattered power, while the turn-
on power saturates for humidity levels greater than 80%.
The sensitivity values for the indicators of Fig. 8.4 are listed in
Tab. 8.1.
Among previous signal amplitude-related sensing parameters, the
backscattered power metric appears as the most sensitive to hu-
midity change with 0.44dB/RH sensitivity between 40% and 80%
relative humidity. The Analog Identifier, even if less sensitive than
other indicators, is however very interesting since it does not require
an accurate control of the measurement set-up and it is hence the
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Figure 8.3.: Top) Measured variation of relative humidity during
one hour exposure from ambient air (RH=40%) to saturated air
(RH=100%) and 30 minutes recovery, as measured by a digital
hygrometer. Down) Sensing curves at 868 MHz normalized with
respect to the initial value, e.g at ambient RH. Data (circles)
have been fitted by a mean square interpolation.

right choice for mobile readers.
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Figure 8.4.: Calibration Curves of the RFID sensor from Fig. 8.3.
Turn-on power, backscattered power and AID are represented as
a function of humidity.

Table 8.1.: Sensitivities [dB/RH] of measured turn-on power,
backscatter power and Analog Identifier.

RHlow−RHhigh [dB/RH]

S[P toin ] 40%− 80% 0.39
80%− 100% 0.08

S[AID] 40%− 80% 0.19
80%− 100% 0.08

S[pBS ] 40%− 80% 0.44
80%− 100% 0.28
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8.1.1. Cyclic response to humidity

In order to test the recovery and reproducibility capabilities of the
sensor, the tag has been exposed to cyclic increasing concentrations
of humidity. In these measurements, the molecules to be detected
were separately vaporized with concentrations precisely dosed by
the controlled flow-system presented in sec. 7.1.3. The reader an-
tenna was 50cm away from the tag and dry air was used as a carrier
gas.
The turn-on power P toin variation is visible in Fig. 8.5 when the tag
was subjected to several exposure and recovery cycles (15 min and
20 min, respectively) by different percentages of humidity. The
effects are fully reversible and proportional to the concentration of
humidity, with a negligible hysteresis.

Figure 8.5.: Measured turn-on power during cyclic humidity ex-
posures and recoveries at frequency f=868MHz.
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8.2. Phase Design Example
A different sensing approach, exploiting the phase of the backscat-
tered signal as sensing carrier, is here investigated. The same tag
layout (sec. 4.2.3) doped by Pedot:PSS is evaluated numerically and
experimentally for what concern the phase dependence to humidity
changes.

Figure 8.6.: A) Simulated phase variations of the RFID backscat-
tered signal as a function of the relative humidity (RH) and of
the frequency. B) Estimated calibration curves of the humidity
sensor at four selected frequencies in the worldwide UHF RFID
band.

Fig. 8.6A shows the estimated phase vs frequency responses for am-
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bient humidity (RH=40%) up to saturation (100%) by application
of Eq.(3.14) where the impedance ZA of the unloaded tag antenna
was obtained by numerical simulations. It is worth noticing that
phase curves monotonically decrease vs the moisture increases but
according to different dynamic ranges and sensitivity that are de-
pendent on frequency (Fig. 8.6B). The phase response however satu-
rates above 1GHz, where the impact of the SM impedance becomes
negligible.
Fig. 8.7 finally shows some possible tag’s responses (phase and power
transmission coefficient) on changing the width d of the shorting
stripes e.g. 5.5mm < d < 9.5mm. The dynamic range of the phase
may reach up to ∆ϕ=100° for d=5.5mm, even if the most useful
trade-off between phase range and power transfer coefficient degra-
dation could be obtained for d=9mm (∆ϕ = 90° and τ > 0.5).

Figure 8.7.: Simulated calibration curves of phase and the power
transmission coefficient vs humidity as a function of the antenna
tuning parameter d, at the fixed frequency of 868MHz.

8.2.1. Experimental results

A measurements campaign has been carried out to corroborate the
theoretical findings on phase sensing, to describe the required signal
processing and derive the achievable resolutions.
The experimental set-up for phase measurements comprises a Thing-
Magic M6 reader [82], locked at 868 MHz, having disabled the fre-
quency hopping. The reader injects Pin = 26dBmW power into a
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5dB linear polarized patch antenna. The humidity variations are
obtained by the set-up shown in Fig. 7.7.
Phase measurements were performed for several tuning conditions
of the tag (e.g. for some values of the tuning parameter d) that
potentially provide different dynamic ranges as predicted by the nu-
merical analysis in Fig. 8.7. Experiments were moreover repeated
for different alignments between reader’s antenna and tag to quan-
tify the robustness of the proposed sensing method to the specific
set-up.

8.2.1.1. Phase unwrapping and filtering

A first example of phase measurements considered a tag having
tuning stripes with size d=7.5mm that, according to the diagrams
in Fig. 8.7, should provide a modest phase dynamic range of about
∆ϕ = 35°. Fig. 8.8B) shows the raw phase data as directly provided
by the reader for a single 2-hours cycle of exposure/recovery. There
are two clearly visible effects: i) the presence of phase wrapping
during the exposure and ii) a remarkable fluctuation affecting the
overall phase signal. Phase wrapping is originated by the receiving
and demodulation circuit, at the reader side, so that the phase
outcome is confined between 0 and 180°. A phase unwrapping
correction ϕunwrap = ϕwrap ± π was hence applied to each data
sample whose difference with the previous value was larger than π

2 .
In this way a continuous form of the phase was obtained making it
usable for further processing. The resulting signal ( Fig. 8.8C), after
normalization by the initial phase, was then processed by an FFT
to identify the frequency content ( Fig. 8.8D) of the fluctuation.
The signal is hence processed by a low-pass FIR (Finite Impulse
Response) filter (order N=48 and cut-off f0 = 0.01Hz) and follows
the exponential humidity profile ( Fig. 8.8C) up to saturation with
the expected dynamic range of 35°, as foreseen by the circuit model.
The achieved resolution (twice the standard deviation evaluated in
the steady state portion of the response) of phase measurements
after low-pass filtering is less than 2°.
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Figure 8.8.: A) Relative humidity, measured by a digital hygrom-
eter, during one-hour exposure from ambient air (RH=40%) to
saturated air (RH=100%) and one hour recovery. B) Raw phase
measurement by the RFID set-up. C) RFID phase after phase
unwrapping (black line) and after low pass filtering (grey line).
D) Frequency spectrum of the unwrapped phase.
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8.2.1.2. Sensitivity to set-up arrangement

In a second set of experiments, the tag was interrogated (see inset
in Fig. 8.9) by the reader antenna from different distances (30cm <
r < 120cm) and orientations (θ ={0,30°}). For each fixed configura-
tion the same measurement and processing as above were repeated.
The obtained diagrams during 1h of exposure are superimposed in
Fig. 8.9 after normalization for the initial condition for each experi-
ment. In spite of the measurements being made within some weeks
and with different tags (hence with a few manufacturing imperfec-
tion), the achieved dynamic ranges are in quite good agreement in
all the cases. Profiles exhibit a reasonable similarity especially in
the steeper part of the phase dynamic (0 < φ < 20°) while some
discrepancies are apparent in the flatter part of the response. The
phase measurement for sensing was therefore reasonably stable with
respect to the mutual position between the reader antenna and the
tag, which however has to be kept fixed during the observation of
the humidity changes.
This result was expected since the phase dependance on distance
and orientation between antennas is embedded into the constant
parameter C that is dropped out in the calculation of the differential
phase in (3.16).
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Figure 8.9.: Superposition of the sensor responses (differential
phase) upon 1h exposure to humidity for different alignments
and orientations between the reader PIFA and the tag: 30cm <
r < 120cm, θ = 0°, 30°.

8.2.1.3. Wider dynamic ranges

In a third set of measurements, the size of tuning strips of the
tags have been modified (7.5mm≤d≤9mm) in order to reproduce
wider dynamic ranges as in the simulated profiles of Fig. 8.7. The
corresponding tag’s responses in the exposure and recovery cycles,
after phase unwrapping and filtering, are shown in Fig. 8.10. The
profiles are in reasonable agreement with the model so that the
achieved span of the phase responses are ∆ϕ = {35°, 45°, 60°, 82°}
for the cases d = {7.5, 8, 8.5, 9}mm, respectively.

Finally, the achieved four phase responses are used to derive the
calibration curves ∆ϕ ↔ RH of the sensor (Fig. 8.11) that have
to be compared with theoretical data (Eq. 3.14) derived from the
circuit model in the previous section. Reasonable agreement is
achieved concerning the dynamic ranges in all the four considered
configurations, while the slopes of the curves (i.e. the sensitivities)
exhibit differences between model and measurements in the cases
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Figure 8.10.: Top) Relative humidity, measured by a digital hy-
grometer, during one-hour exposure from ambient air (RH=40%)
to saturated air (RH=100%) and one hour recovery. Bottom)
Phase response (after processing) of the test tag for different
tuning conditions through the size d of the shorting stripes.

d = 8.5mm and d = 9mm ( Fig. 8.11 C and D), probably due to a
different speed of the sensor responses with respect to the change
of humidity that, in the last two cases, would have required a larger
exposure time to reach the saturation.
All the measured calibration curves appear almost linear from RH=40%
to 100%, but with different slopes. It is therefore possible to extract
the phase-sensitivities from 2.16, listed in Tab. 8.2, that span from
0.6 to 1.4 deg/RH depending on the selected tuning stripes’ size.
As predicted by simulations, the most sensitive tag configuration
was that with d=9mm.
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Table 8.2.: Sensitivities [°/RH] of measured phase variation.

S [ϕ] [°/RH]
RHlow−
RHhigh

d = 7.5
mm

d = 8
mm

d = 8.5
mm

d = 9
mm

40% -
100% 0.6 0.75 1 1.4

Figure 8.11.: Calibration curves ∆ϕ↔ RH corresponding to the
response in Fig. 8.10 and comparison with theoretical profiles ob-
tained by the circuit model, considering four different sizes of the
shorting stripes.
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8.3. A Real Application
To discuss the response of the proposed humidity sensors in realis-
tic conditions, one of these has been finally applied to monitor an
overnight exposure. The Pedot:PSS loaded tag (case D of Fig. 7.5)
has been placed outside an external wall and interrogated by the
RFID reader installed on the inside with its antenna attached on
the inner side of the windows. The distance between reader and
tag is such to enable a robust RFID communication regardless the
humidity grade. The RH and temperature levels have been mon-
itored by means of a digital hygrometer placed outside, in close
proximity of the tag. The experiment started at 6 p.m. in the
evening on November 21st 2011 in Rome and ended at 2 p.m in
the afternoon on November 22nd. The temperature was relatively
stable in a range between 13°C and 17°C.

Figure 8.12.: Measurement set-up for the overnight humidity ex-
posure.

The results in terms of normalized turn-on and backscattered power
are shown in Fig. 8.13 at 880MHz. The tag’s responses reasonably
follow the profile of humidity during both increase (night) and re-
duction (morning). The dynamic range of variation of the sensor is
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2.5dB for turn-on power and 3dB for backscattered power between
the minimum (55%) and the maximum humidity (70%) detected
during the night.

Figure 8.13.: Top) Measured external temperature and humidity
variation during the night. Bottom) Measured normalized turn-
on and backscattered power at 880 MHz during the overnight
humidity exposure obtained with a moving window filter inter-
polation.

8.4. Discussions and Conclusions
It was demonstrated that the equivalent lumped-element model of
the chemical loading in parallel to the IC (proposed in chapter 3)
can be used to predict the sensor’s response to the gas exposure.
The dynamic range of the sensed data can be easily controlled by
simple geometry tuning while reducing the degradation of energy
scavenging, and hence of the read distance. It was moreover proved
that not only signal amplitude-related parameters, but even the
phase response of a chemically coated passive RFID tag may be
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engineered to carry information about the change of the external
environment.
When loaded with PEDOT:PSS for the detection of humidity con-
centration, the proposed sensor is able to provide a sensitivity of
up to 0.4 dB/RH for power oriented sensing or up to 1.4°/RH for
phase oriented sensing, at the cost of just a single polymer drop
deposited right next to the microchip. Moreover, the water absorp-
tion is mostly completely reversible, and multiple measurements
demonstrated a good repeatability at different days and conditions.
The experimental campaign on phase sensing revealed that a few
signal processing (phase unwrapping and low-pass filtering) is re-
quired to reduce fluctuations and measurement artifacts. The re-
sulting differential phase profiles are however rather insensitive to
the set-up arrangement. The best considered tag antenna per-
mitted to achieve up to 80° phase dynamic range constrained to
τ > 0.5.
It is worth comparing the performance of phase-based sensing with
those of signal amplitude-based measurement over the same sensor
tag, concerning the turn-on power (P into ) and the backscattered
power (Pbs). The meaningful parameter for the final user is the
resolution in humidity sensing δRH (in percentage) that is related to
the dynamic range (DR) of the measured data and to the intrinsic
resolution of the reader (δR). The interesting resolution can be
hence computed as

δRH = ∆RH
DR

δR (8.1)

being ∆RH the span of the humidity change in the experiments
(here 40% to 100%). Results are reported in Tab. 8.3: It is vis-
ible that the resolution of the phase metrics is fully comparable
with those of power metrics but with a substantially superior read
performance.
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Table 8.3.: Comparison among phase-based and power-based
sensing for ∆RH = 60%

metrics DR δR δRH
[%]

read
range
(r.r.)

ϕ 82° 2◦ 1.5 > 70%
max r.r.

P into 17dBm 0.5dBm 1.7 < 20%
max r.r.

Pbs 23dBm 0.8dBm 2 < 20%
max r.r.

It is finally worth noting that SMs generally suffer from cross-
sensitivity, e.g. they could react to multiple volatile compounds.
Thus, the single device should be used in case a unique and known
volatile species is present, as it happens in some controlled indus-
trial processes. For a more general and un-controlled applications,
instead, this class of RFID sensors can be arranged within a sensor
array doped by different SMs forming a radio-chemical nose, as will
be shown in next chapter.
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9. RFID Array for Multi-Gas
Detection
In previous chapters it has been demonstrated that

tags coated by a proper sensitive layer are capable to
sense some volatile compounds. The issue of cross-
sensitivity and the possibility to develop an array of dif-
ferently coated RFID sensors was not solved. This chap-
ter investigates, through an experimental campaign in-
volving the general-purpose sensor-antenna transducer
introduced in sec. 4.2.3 and chapter 8, the potentiality
of functionalized tags in the UHF RFID band to sense a
multiplicity of volatile compounds, as well as the cross-
sensitivity effects of different coatings in array configu-
ration.

From experimentations presented in previous Chapters, it is was
demonstrated how the variation of humidity can be measured at
radiofrequency by using the PEDOT: PSS [83], [84] whereas the
concentration of ammonia can be detected by SWCNT (Single Wall
Carbon Nanotubes) [14]. In order to apply these RFID sensors to
the real world, however, the uncertainty’s problem of the response
cross-sensitivity to different volatile compounds remains open. The
examples presented up to date have mainly concerned with the de-
tection of single volatile compounds. It is recommendable to study
the performance of such sensors in real environment where mix-
tures of several gases are present. The problem of specificity is a
common issue in chemical sensors. A typical solution, when speci-
ficity cannot be achieved, is the multiplication of sensors elements
in order to form an array for the quantification and the identifica-
tion of the mixture components. The important requirement for an
array is that each sensor has a different selectivity. After the simil-
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itude with natural olfaction, the arrays of gas sensors are typically
nicknamed as “electronic noses” [12], [75].
In this chapter the potentiality of chemically functionalized tags
working in the UHF RFID band (865-956MHz) and in particular
the cross-sensitivity effects of different sensitive layers are analyzed.
The very final goal is to set up the basis of array-oriented wire-
less passive sensors for the multivariate identification of vapors and
gases.
The highly sensitive miniaturized planar RFID tag, already pre-
sented and characterized for humidity sensing in chapter 8, is used
as a wireless transducer for a repeatable and uniform characteri-
zation procedure of different sensitive coatings exposed to different
gases. Four effective materials such as Pedot:PSS, Doped PSS,
SWCNT and PDAC revealed in sec. 7.2 a remarkable sensitivity
to ammonia, ethanol, octane and water. Wireless sensing may be
hence performed by narrow-band processing of the power response
of the RFID tags as well as by the broadband extraction of fea-
tures related to the resonance shift. The four sensors were used as
an array and characterized by exposing them to saturated pressure
of the four analytes of interest. It was finally observed how the
inter-antenna coupling may affect the sensor capability of an array
of UHF tags in terms of increased cross-sensitivity.

9.1. Univariate analysis
Pedot:PSS, Doped PSS, SWCNT and PDAC loaded tags selected
from the procedure shown in sec. 7.2, were subjected to cyclic tests
in order to appraise the reproducibility, dynamic ranges, response
speed and the selectivity to the four gases under test. Three di-
lutions in dry air of the saturated pressure {50, 80, 100} of water,
ethanol, ammonia and octane, alternated with recoveries with the
carrier gas (dry air) were fluxed in the measurement cell (Fig. 7.1).
Each sensor was tested individually. The exposure time was fixed to
30 minutes while the recovery was 1 hour and 30 minutes. Each tag
was interrogated by the reader at the frequency within the RFID
worldwide band (860-960 MHz) where, case by case, the turn-on
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power was minimum (corresponding to optimal read-range perfor-
mance).
Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9.2 show the measured variations of the turn-on
power P toin (column A) and the analog identifier AID (column C)
vs. time normalized to their initial values, with respect to the
variations of the gas under test. Signals have been processed by a
numeric low-pass FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter with N=48
order at the purpose to remove the noise produced by the reader
and the external environment. The maximum dynamic ranges are

Figure 9.1.: A) - C) Measured variations of the normalized turn-on power
and AID vs. time of the four chemical doped RFID sensors when exposed to
50% (between T0 - T1), 80% (between T2 - T3) and 100% (between T4 - T5)
of humidity and ethanol, . Recovery by fluxing dry air takes place in T1 –
T2, T3 – T4 and T5 – T6. T0=0min, T1=30min, T2=120min, T3=150min,
T4=240min, T5=270min, T6=390min. B) - D) Measured Dynamic Ranges
of the turn-on power and AID of the four chemical doped RFID sensors
during dynamic exposures to 50%, 80% and 100% of humidity and ethanol.
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Figure 9.2.: A) - C) Measured variations of the normalized turn-on power
and AID vs. time of the four chemical doped RFID sensors when exposed
to 50% (between T0 - T1), 80% (between T2 - T3) and 100% (between T4 -
T5) of ammonia and octane. Recovery by fluxing dry air takes place in T1 –
T2, T3 – T4 and T5 – T6. T0=0min, T1=30min, T2=120min, T3=150min,
T4=240min, T5=270min, T6=390min. B) - D) Measured Dynamic Ranges
of the turn-on power and AID of the four chemical doped RFID sensors
during dynamic exposures to 50%, 80% and 100% of ammonia and octane.
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particularly remarkable for the couplets {Pedot:PSS, Humidity},
{PDAC, Octane}, {Doped PSS, Ethanol} wherein they span from
10 to 20dB. The AID curves, instead, have opposite trends and
lower dynamic ranges with respect to the turn-on ones.
By applying a linear regression to the set of peak values of indica-
tors corresponding to the three concentrations {50%, 80%, 100%}
in Fig. 9.1 column B), D), it is finally possible to evaluate the sen-
sitivity of each sensor defined in Tab. 9.1 as the slope of the linear
regression (sec. 2.3). It is worth to notice that the couples {Pe-
dot:PSS, Humidity}, {PDAC, Octane}, {Doped PSS, humidity},
{Doped PSS, Ethanol} gave maximum sensibility values, compat-
ible with the resolution (0.1dBm) nowadays achieved by several
state of the art readers.

Table 9.1.: Sensitivities [dB/%] of measured turn-on power and
Analog Identifier

9.1.1. Frequency domain analysis

A frequency-domain analysis was then performed in the (840MHz-
960MHz) band at the purpose to better understand the phenom-
ena of gas sensing by UHF RFID tags. The minimum of turn-on
power is located at the frequency where the tag absorbs the max-
imum power, i.e. in resonance condition. The frequency responses
to gas exposure in Fig. 9.3 show three different profiles. SWCNT
v.s. ammonia produces only a change (decrease) in amplitude, pro-
portional to the concentration of ammonia, while the resonance
frequency remains almost unchanged all along gas exposures. The
coating has in this case a dominant resistive behavior. Conversely,
doped PSS v.s. water vapor shows instead an upward shift of the
curves, and hence of the resonance frequency, while the minimum
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turn-on power remains mostly stable during gas exposure. This
coating can be hence considered as having a dominant capacitive
behavior when exposed to water. Finally, PDAC v.s. ammonia
combines the above two effects, e.g. produces both a shift towards
lower frequencies and an increment of the minimum turn-on power
proportional to the gas percentage, and hence can be regarded as
a resistive-capacitive coating. Fig. 9.3 right finally shows the nor-
malized variations of the resonant frequency and of the amplitude
of turn-on power at resonance. In the countries where the RFID
UHF band is sufficiently broad, as in USA (902 – 925 MHz), it is
thus possible to perform sensing by also exploiting the frequency
behavior of the tag.
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Figure 9.3.: Left) Measured turn-on power curves vs. frequency
of PDAC exposed to ammonia, doped PSS exposed to humidity,
and SWCNT exposed to ammonia. Right) Measured normalized
variations of the minimum turn-on power and the operative cen-
tral frequency as a function of the gas under test concentration.
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9.2. Array Configuration
The four sensors were finally all placed inside the measurement cell
at a same time in order to form an RFID sensor array as in Fig. 9.4.
Tags #1 and #2 are aligned along the H-cut of the slot patterns,
while tags #1 and #3 are aligned along the E-cut. The proximity of
sensor tag antennas is a potentially source of uncertainty. Collision
among RFID responses and inter-tag electromagnetic couplings are
indeed expected to potentially modify the tag response with respect
to isolated condition and definitely increase the cross-sensitivity of
each sensor.

Figure 9.4.: Array of four sensor tags loaded by PDAC, doped
PSS, SWCNT and Pedot:PSS, inside the measuring cell.

Packing many RFID tags in a limited space demands for special
mathematical models as in [38]. A first-order estimation of the
proximity effect is anyway obtained by the simulated scattering
matrix [S] whose independent elements are shown in Fig. 9.5. The
maximum coupling arises between tags aligned along the E-cut
(S13) while coupling among tags placed along diagonals (S23, S14)
are 7dB below. The array was then exposed to saturated percent-
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Figure 9.5.: Scattering parameters of the simulated array of blank
tags.

ages of the four analytes of interest. Fig. 9.6 right shows the maxi-
mum variations of the turn-on powers at 940MHz after 30 minutes
of exposure. As expected from the previous univariate analysis,
the maximum responses were again obtained for the couples {Pe-
dot:PSS, humidity}, {doped PSS, ethanol}, {SWCNT, ammonia}
and {PDAC, octane}. These diagrams have to be compared with
the ones in Fig. 9.6 left referred to standalone tags. The increase
of cross-sensitivity is clearly visible in all the four exposures. For
example, the octane that was detected by the only PDAC-loaded
sensor, is instead revealed also by SWCNT- and Pedot:PSS-loaded
sensors in case of the array configuration. The resulting sensing
patterns are however highly different to each other, with interest-
ing possibility to set-up a classification procedure.
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Figure 9.6.: Univariate (left) and array responses (right) in term
of turn-on powers changes as exposed to the four analytes of
interest.

9.3. Conclusions
This Chapter showed a detailed characterization of four coating
materials, suitable to integration into an UHF RFID sensor array.
Pedot:PSS, Doped PSS, SWCNT and PDAC revealed significantly
sensitive, at different extent, to the tested volatile compounds: wa-
ter, ethanol, ammonia and octane.
Sensing may be performed by measuring the variation of turn-on
power or Analog Identifier at fixed frequency, as well as, by evaluat-
ing, in that countries allowing an RFID broad band interrogation,
the changes of some frequency domain features such as the resonant
frequency and the minimum value of the turn-on power. Packing
four RFID sensors into a compact array induces an increase in cross
sensitivity of each tag, because of the electromagnetic coupling,
that should be accounted for a future classification procedure. Re-
sults look encouraging, even if a non-negligible effort is still needed
to better characterize the sensor responses, due its slow speed, so
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that the saturation was not always met in all the experiments. It
was moreover apparent that the coatings were subjected to dete-
rioration during the repeated exposures as a result of permanent
chemical and mechanical interaction with the vapors. Thus, addi-
tional investigation should to be devoted to fabrication modality in
order to achieve more reproducible and stable molecular films.
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10. Conclusions and Future
Research

The theoretical and experimental investigation proposed in this
Thesis has drawn a possible path to focus the RFID research and
technology to an IoT-based environment monitoring. The scientific
contribution regarded mainly the development of completely new
typologies of RFID passive sensors. Starting with a theoretical ap-
proach, the physics of the phenomena were investigated in detail
for the particular case of Sensitive Material-loaded tags. Partic-
ular effort was given to merge very different fields such as Elec-
tromagnetism, Sensors and Materials. The criterions proposed for
RFID sensing rely on power measurements, such as the turn-on
power and the backscattered power collected by the reader, and on
impedance-related parameters, such as the Analog Identifier and
the phase. From the synergic study of all the sensing parameters
and the investigation of functionalized RFIDs, such as distributed
or lumped loaded tags, completely new techniques were introduced
to fully master the RFID tag response. General properties and
limitation of sensing have been explored by the help of equivalent
circuits for parallel and series interconnections of lumped elements
to the IC, while data processing issues, the achievable dynamic
ranges, sensitivities and the measurement reproducibility have been
investigated by means of numerical analysis and experimentations.
Several case of studies concerning temperature, humidity and gas
sensing were analyzed with the help of specialized antennas’ lay-
outs. It was therefore demonstrated that a functionalized passive
RFID tag may be engineered to carry information about the change
of the external environment. Moreover by the help of the equiv-
alent circuit models it is possible to easily control the dynamic
range of the sensed data while reducing the degradation of energy
scavenging, and hence of the read distance. Great attention was
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therefore given to balance the two opposite requirements, e.g. to
pursue the maximum sensitivity at the minimum degradation of
the communication.
While it is possible to find some electrical information about sen-
sitive materials in DC, no significant data are currently available
in the UHF RFID band, thus a specific characterization procedure
was introduced for the first time to achieve the electrical proper-
ties and specificity to different measurands at RF. Several sensitive
materials were tested in order to characterize the effects on com-
munication and sensing performance of the sensor tags.
The integration of several passive sensitive materials onto the tag
enabled the observation of key parameters ranging from tempera-
ture to gas sensing, necessary to the remote monitoring of environ-
ment in several scenarios. The amount and the proper displacement
of the chemical materials into the sensing slots for vapours sensors
tags was proved to be an effective parameter that changes the com-
munication/sensing performances. The achieved sensitivities are
higher than the state-of art of passive UHF RFID sensors and the
communication performance degradation was kept under control.
In order to apply these ideas to the real world, however, the un-
certainty’s problem of the response cross-sensitivity to different en-
vironmental parameters was an obstacle to overcome. The exam-
ples presented up to date in literature have mainly concerned with
the detection of a single measurand. A first attempt to solve the
problem was given in this Thesis by the multiplication of sensors
elements in order to form an array for the quantification and the
identification of temperature and mixture gas components. In this
way it was possible to set up the basis of array-oriented wireless pas-
sive sensors for the multivariate identification of vapors and gases.
However, the increase in cross-sensitivity of each tag due to the
proximity of the array elements, because of the electromagnetic
coupling, should be accounted for a future classification procedure.
All the designed working prototypes corroborate the idea that, even
if passive sensing architectures could sometimes suffer from weak
sensitivity and poor selectivity, they can however offer great ad-
vantages in term of cost, reliability and scalability. They result
extremely useful when traditional and powered solutions can not
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be feasible, e.g. when the monitoring period is particularly long and
complex or when sensors need to be integrated into daily objects
or to be pervasively embedded into infrastructures. In these cases
the sensors must be passive such to guarantee their “transparent”
action for long period, without the need of maintenance.
In spite of the many advantages, several issues are still open and
even challenging, especially concerning the reliability of the sensors
and the true autonomy of the reader’s node. Moreover, many other
possible research paths may be currently envisaged, based on the
fruitful synergy between the Material Science and the Electromag-
netism potentiality to develop, in the next years, new devices and
new knowledge. The promising results disclosed several unsolved
questions and future research perspectives:

1. Chemical sensors still require to be mastered to gain a full
reproducibility of deposition, stability of performance and re-
sistance over time. A dedicated research activity, involving
a strong interactions with chemical engineers, is required to
set-up a more standardized procedure to characterize SM at
radiofrequency, in order to provide an extensive database of
useful chemical receptors and their sensitivity to a meaningful
set of volatile compounds.

2. It is currently unknown if the SM-based RFID sensors would
provide meaningful data set in case of placement into real en-
vironments. They are exposed to dust and dirty and to ran-
dom and unpredictable change of environmental parameters
such as temperature and humidity as first. Further theoreti-
cal and experimental efforts are hence required to make data
retrieval and processing more robust at the purpose of more
accurate data-inversion procedures.

3. Beside the technological issues, extensive experimental cam-
paigns should be planned over medium scale against reference
data-set to compute statistics and estimate the overall accu-
racy and resolution of this class of sensors.

4. The readers are currently a serious bottleneck in the mas-
sive adoption of RFID in IoT-based environment monitoring
since most of available models are only oriented to logistics,
e.g. to provide the ID of the tag rather then to produce stable
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power and phase signals with high resolution. Furthermore,
they exhibit high cost and usually require a PC-network in-
frastructure to work with. A true integration of RFID tech-
nology into an IoT infrastructure would instead require a full
RFID node with autonomous computation power and wire-
less data connectivity toward the cloud. Hand-held, fully au-
tonomous readers are already available, but they are never-
theless still overpriced and underperforming. Even tethered
low-cost readers are 3-4 times more expensive than a WI-FI
router, that should be considered as a cost target. Possible
solutions could exploit the integration of low-cost embedded
systems such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi, but specific re-
search effort should be devoted to identify processing archi-
tectures and common interfaces. The true diffusion of these
systems may probably happen when smart phones will be
used as UHF RFID readers. Several of them already inte-
grate the HF RFID interfaces and it is reasonable to expect
that soon they will be equipped wit more RF interfaces, in-
cluding the UHF RFID dedicated one.

5. Finally, in spite of the EPC is a standard protocol, the propri-
etary software libraries for the control of readers are heavily
manufacturer-dependent so that a general purpose, and possi-
bly open-source development framework could really simplify
the design and implementation of high level applications.
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Passive Temperature Radio-Sensors for
Concrete Maturation Monitoring

A planar “T” like passive UHF RFID temperature sen-
sor is here proposed for application inside the fresh con-
crete at the purpose to hydration monitoring during the
curing procedure into caissons.
Since the concrete’s electromagnetic parameters signif-
icantly change along with the drying process, the an-
tenna modeling and design consider both the electro-
magnetic and the chemical phenomena.

Wireless monitoring of civil infrastructures health during construc-
tion and lifetime, is nowadays collecting growing interest in the
emerging paradigms of Wireless Sensor Networks and Internet of
Things [85]. Majority of civil structures are built by assembling
precast concrete blocks (segments), which are transported to the
construction site after casting and curing. Curing is the process
wherein the concrete is protected from loss of moisture and kept
within a reasonable temperature range. The result of this process
is an increased strength and decreased permeability. The acceler-
ated curing, instead, consists in heating the ashlar of fresh concrete
according to a controlled manner so that the artifact develops good
mechanical strength in a few hours, rather than after the conven-
tional 28 days [86]. This process known as “curing concrete” brings
significant economic benefits, it speeds up the fabrication process
and increases the reliability of the structures. It is crucial, however,
to monitor the internal temperature in order to be able to adjust
the oven heating during the process and accordingly to control the
maturation of the block. Moreover, starting from temperature in-
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formation, it is possible to derive parameters such as the degree
of hydration, and the mechanical properties of the block. Conven-
tional monitoring methods involve thermocouples which measure
the temperature at the center of the ashlar. The technological
limits are the high costs and the presence of cables that must be
removed when the process is completed. For these reasons, the
maturation quality of the ashlar is checked only for some samples.
Battery-less and wireless RFID technology could instead enable a
true pervasive displacement of temperature sensors for concrete.
Temperature RFID analog sensors have been presented previously
in this thesis with their potentialities and current issues. However,
a true spread of the autonomous RFID temperature sensing will be
probably boosted by a new family of RFID microchips equipped
with an integrated temperature sensor and with a local Analog to
Digital Converter [25]-[26]. Accordingly, the temperature informa-
tion is read from the tag straight away in a digital form.
Fig. .1 describes possible scenarios, where RFID-powered systems
could support pervasive temperature sensing for curing concrete
applications. A distributed network of battery-less tags with sens-
ing capability is wirelessly interrogated by hand-held or fixed RFID
readers during all the maturation process. The use of passive RFID
temperature sensors in the UHF band, that are directly embedded
into concrete ashlars for structural health monitoring, is instead
still an unbeaten path.
This contribution presents a novel design of a passive RFID temper-
ature sensor suited to deep integration into concrete. The tag’s lay-
out includes an external radiative part connected to a two-conductors
transmission line immersed inside the concrete. Sensing is per-
formed by the EM4325 IC [25] able to work as conventional RFID
transponder as well as to provide temperature measurements in the
[-40°C,+64°C] range (in passive mode) with a resolution of 0.25°C.
Computer simulation and then extensive laboratory experimenta-
tion in real conditions demonstrated that, despite of the low sensi-
tivity of the IC and the high losses of concrete, the proposed RFID
sensor tag provides reasonable communication performance in pas-
sive mode with read ranges up to 2 meters, and fast and reliable
temperature sensing capabilities that look comparable with that of
more invasive and costly wired measurement systems.
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Figure .1.: Scenarios of RFID-powered systems for curing con-
crete monitoring: RFID passive sensors buried within concrete
are wirelessly interrogated by hand-held readers (top) for appli-
cations such as the spritz beton in galleries, or by fixed readers
(bottom) for temperature monitoring during the ashlar heating
inside ovens.
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RFID Communication in the Concrete
Concrete is a mixture of cement, water and aggregated composites.
A malleable compound is obtained by mixing proper amounts of
each constituent, which naturally gets the final mechanical strength
in approximately twenty-eight days. The casting of fresh concrete is
directed in form-works of the desired shape, usually made of wood,
plastic or steel.
It is well known how the electromagnetic field is highly affected by
the dielectric properties of the medium: Since concrete is a lossy
material, its influence on RFID antennas working in close proxim-
ity to it needs to be carefully taken into account. Concrete dielec-
tric properties, such as the permittivity ε(T,m, p, f, wc , c), and the
conductivity σ(T,m, p, f, wc , c), are generally related to the temper-
ature T, the external humidity m, the frequency f, the time t spent
from casting, the location p, the water-cement ratio w/c and the
type of cement c.
The dielectric properties of concrete are available from [87, 88, 89]
for different ranges of frequencies and degree of hydration hy, i.e.
the ratio between the amount of hydrated cement and the initial
amount. By fitting data from previous references it is possible to
estimate the trend of conductivity and permittivity at UHF fre-
quencies during concrete maturation process (Fig. .2), which will
be used in the following numerical analysis. It is worth noticing
that while the conductivity decreases proportionally to the degree
of hydration, the trend of the permittivity is not monotonic and
reaches its peak at about one-fifth of the maturation process.
The aim of the proposed RFID sensor is to ensure the communica-
tion with the reader while performing temperature measurements
at the center of the ashlar of concrete. In order to preliminary
evaluate the performance of an RFID tag designed to work in close
proximity of the concrete, two configurations were simulated by a
MOM solver: a λ/2 dipole in air lying at the concrete-air interface
and the same antenna immersed 15 cm deep inside concrete (Fig. .3
top). Fig. .3 bottom shows the computed radiation gains along the
z>0 direction. It is clearly visible how the maximum gain of the
dipole immersed in concrete is below -100dB making this device
completely unreadable from outside. The dipole placed on the in-
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Figure .2.: Top) Permittivity of concrete vs. degree of hydra-
tion (f=868MHz); bottom) conductivity vs degree of hydration
(f=868MHz).

terface concrete/air exhibits instead a gain of the order of -10dB
and more, that may enable in principle the communication with a
remote reader.
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Figure .3.: Top) λ/2 dipole antennas simulation set-up. Concrete
was simulated with a degree of hydration hy = 0.5 (see Fig. .2),
having infinite dimensions in x and y directions; Bottom) simu-
lated gain along the z>0 direction in the UHF global RFID band
of the two dipoles.
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Design of the Probe-tag Temperature
Sensor
To sense the concrete temperature at the required depth a probe-
augmented T-match dipole is here considered. The antenna struc-
ture (Fig. .4) includes three physical and functional blocks.
1) A harvesting part, that is external to concrete, consisting of a
simple dipole antenna able to collect the electromagnetic energy
radiated from a reader. The antenna lies on a dielectric slab, a
4mm-thick Forex substrate (εr = 1.55 and σ = 6 × 10−4S/m)
which acts as mechanical support. The dipole is connected to a T-
match which plays as input impedance adapter in order to balance
the chip impedance and ensure the maximum power transfer.
2) A probe consisting of a two-conductors transmission line made by
parallel tracks (microstrips) connected to the T-match of the dipole.
The line is suited to convey the energy collected by the antenna to
the inner part of concrete. The strips are insulated from both sides
by the same Forex slab where the antenna is placed in, at the
purpose to prevent an excessive degradation of the communication
performance. The two conductors are placed at a distance d < λ

100
such that their overall radiating effect is negligible. In order that
all the power is transferred from the antenna to the load (i.e. the
microchip), the length of the line lf must be a multiple of λ/2 in
the medium. Therefore, the line is a balanced structure, whose
length was designed, in first approximation as lf = 1

2
λ√
ε
, with

ε permittivity of concrete at an intermediate stage of maturation
hy = 0.5, and subsequently tuned and optimized by electromagnetic
simulations.
3) The EM4325 microchip placed at the line termination having
the functionality of radio, data storage, and temperature sensor.
The IC position inside concrete defines the point of temperature
sampling. The EM4325 is a device of size 6.4mm × 3mm (version
TSSP08) having impedance Zchip = 23.3− j145Ω at 868MHz and
power sensitivity Pchip = −8dBm in passive mode). The tempera-
ture sensor integrated in the chip exploits the principle of the link
current-voltage transistor, enabling temperature monitoring in the
range [-40°C, +64°C] with 0.25°C resolution in passive mode. The
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temperature RFID tag will be hereafter denoted as T-Tag.

Figure .4.: Layout (left) of the probe-tag sensor on 4mm-thick
Forex substrate for placement inside the concrete (right).

The communication performance of the T-Tag have been evaluated
in terms of the realized gain. The T-Tag has been tuned to the
EM4325 IC (by acting on the T-match parameters {a,b}) in the
case of concrete’s permittivity and conductivity corresponding to an
intermediate hydration level hy = 0.5, e.g. at half the maturation
process. A power transmission coefficient τ = 0.95 was achieved at
868MHz for an antenna with dimensions as in Tab. .1. Accordingly,
the simulated realized gain (along z>0 direction) is shown in Fig. .5
top. The Gτ remains stable at a value of roughly -10dB till half
the process dynamic range, while it improves of about 5dB at the
end of maturation, due to the decrease of conductivity and losses
of concrete (Fig. .2). By applying free space Friis formula, having
considered the realized gain along z>0 direction and a reader’s
emitted power EIRP = 3.2W (the maximum allowed by regulations
in Europe) in linear polarization, the estimated maximum reading
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distance during the process is shown in Fig. .5 bottom. The reader-
tag communication is therefore feasible up to 1m at every time and
the maximum read range reaches almost 2 meters in case of dry
concrete.

Table .1.: Size in [mm] of the parameters in Fig. .4.

L a b w d lf
92 56 6 2 2 137

Figure .5.: Simulated realized gain (top) and estimated maximum
read range (bottom) of the T-tag, as a function of degree of
hydration (f=868 MHz).
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Experimental characterization

Communication Performance

Several prototypes of the T-tag were fabricated for experimental
tests. One of the T-tags was immersed in a caisson filled with
fresh concrete to measure the realized gain in realistic conditions
(Fig. .6).
The communication performance of the T-tag were characterized
in terms of realized gain defined as in eq. 2.9, by means of both
simulations and measurements in two different states of concrete
maturation.
Measurements were carried out by means of the ThingMagic M5-e
reader [55] driven by a proprietary control software. The reader’s
antenna was a broad-band 5dB linear polarized patch, placed 50cm
away from the radio-sensor. The measured and simulated realized
gain versus frequency are reported in Fig. .7 (tags and reader’s an-
tenna are aligned) for two considered degree of hydration: hy ≈ 0
(by measuring the tag immediately after the casting) and hy ≈ 1
(by performing the same measurement after one month of drying).
Measurements and simulations show good agreement, mainly at the
reference European frequency 868MHz, where differences are less
than 1dB. The estimated read range, for the case of 3.2W EIRP
radiated by the reader, is about 80cm in case of fresh concrete
(hy ≈ 0) and reaches over 2m in case of dry concrete (hy ≈ 1).
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Figure .6.: Top) Prototypes of the T-tag and bottom) measure-
ment set-up for communication performance characterization.
Measurements were performed along the direction linking the
tag to the reader.
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Figure .7.: Simulated and measured realized gains versus fre-
quency in case of T-tag immersed in concrete and for two degrees
of hydration.
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Temperature Sensing

The temperature sensing capabilities of the T-tag were finally tested
during the controlled heating of a cylindrical specimen of fresh con-
crete (diameter: 15cm; height: 30cm) placed inside an industrial
oven (Fig. .8top). The T-tag was inserted into the concrete so that
the RFID chip EM4325 was at 12cm depth. A K-type thermocou-
ple was moreover placed in the same position to provide a refer-
ence measurement. Data acquisition from the thermocouple, was
controlled by MGCplus of HBM, a modular system for laboratory
and test benches, while the T-tag was wirelessly interrogated by
the CAEN-Quark UHF reader [90], capable to establish the non-
standard protocol for temperature acquisition and reading.
Immediately after casting, the specimen was exposed for 2 hours to
ambient temperature and hence heated by a oven set to 50°C for
approximately 3 hours. The reader’s antenna was placed outside
the oven, at 20 cm from the oven glass cover. Finally, the oven was
turned off to analyze the cooling process. Fig. .8 bottom shows the
measured temperatures of the RFID sensor and thermocouple. It
is clearly visible how the temperature measured by the T-tag and
the thermocouple exactly follow a same profile, with a maximum
difference of less than 0.5°C all along the process, confirming the
full reliability of the passive radio-sensor for concrete temperature
monitoring applications.
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Figure .8.: Top) measurement set-up for temperature sensing in-
side concrete; bottom) temperature curves inside concrete mea-
sured by the T-tag and the thermocouple, during the heat-
ing/cooling process.
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Conclusions
The proposed passive RFID sensor for thermal measurements in-
side the concrete has been obtained by a multi-physic modelling and
design procedure fully accounting for the change of the electromag-
netic properties of the concrete during hydration. The achieved
sensor preserves reasonable communication performance suitable
for short-range remote sensing all along the drying process and it
is able to detect temperature variations inside concrete with a res-
olution of 0.25°C. From temperature measurements it is possible
to derive fundamental parameters such as the degree of hydration
and the mechanical properties. Current limits of the proposed tag
concern the modest reading distance for fresh concrete (80cm) and
the upper limit of temperature measured in passive mode (64°C).
Improvements of the sensor are currently under research, by con-
sidering more reliable substrate materials to minimize production
costs and maximize the resistance, and by experimenting new lay-
outs with shielded transmission lines that are fully insensitive to
changes in dielectric properties of the concrete.
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Appendix B: Authors’
Contribution
The Journals’ article list [P-1]- [P-10] can be found in the “List of
Pubblications and Awards” Section.

• [P-1] S. Manzari is the main contributor of the work. She de-
signed the antennas, studied and analyzed the performance
by simulations, measurements and system analysis. She wrote
the article in collaboration with the second author C. Occhi-
uzzi. The co-authors helped in supervising the project and
improving the text.

• [P-2] S. Manzari is the main contributor of the work. She
designed, fabricated and measured the prototypes. She wrote
the article. Co-authors helped in the supervision of the project.

• [P-3] A. A. Babar and S. Manzari are the main contributors
of the work. The antenna is designed and fabricated by A.
A. Babar, whereas, S. Manzari developed and characterized
the substrates. A. A. Babar and S. Manzari collaborated in
performing the measurements, experiments, analysis of the
results, and co-authoring the text.

• [P-4] S. Manzari is the main contributor of the work. She im-
plemented all the simulations, manually fabricated the RFID
humidity sensor tags and carried out all the measurements
and analysis contained in the article, regarding the RFID tag
as antenna and sensor both. She implemented a procedure
to characterize a sensitive polymer at radiofrequency during
humidity exposure. Other coauthors’ contribution regarded
the supervision of the scientific work, the design of the an-
tenna used as a sensor, the selection and integration of a
moisture-sensitive polymer, the contribution in co-authoring
and improving the text.
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• [P-5] S. Manzari and S. Pettinari are the main contributors
of the work. S. Pettinari designed the wearable tag during
his master thesis under the supervision of S. Manzari. S.
Manzari actively collaborated in the simulation analysis, the
prototypes fabrication, the measurements and the analysis of
the results. S. Manzari wrote the text.

• [P-6] S. Manzari is the main contributor of the work. She im-
plemented all the simulations, manually fabricated the RFID
humidity sensor tags and carried out all the measurements
contained in the article. She performed the data analysis
in comparison with the proposed models She implemented a
procedure to characterize a sensitive lumped element at ra-
diofrequency during a specific process to be monitored, such
as humidity exposure. She wrote the text. Second author’s
contribution regarded the supervision of the scientific work
and text improvement.

• [P-7] S. Manzari co-authored the text of this review article.
She wrote the parts regarding the wetarable antennas and the
chemical/temperature RFID sensors.

• [P-8] S. Manzari is the main contributor of the work. She
performed all the simulations, fabricated the prototypes and
tested them during different gas exposures. Co-authors helped
in selecting different sensitive materials, preparing the chem-
ical depositions on the tag and the measurements set-up, and
supervising the work.

• [P-9] C. Occhiuzzi is the main contributor of the work. Au-
thor S. Manzari contributed by fabricating and measuring the
hardware part of the Nightcare system, i.e. the wearable tags
and the reader antenna. She wrote in the paper the corre-
sponding text part.

• [P-10] M. C. Caccami is the main contributor of the work. She
developed during Master thesis all the mathematical models
for phase sensing and performed the measurements and data
analysis. S. Manzari fabricated the prototypes, supervised
the thesis work and co-authored the text.
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